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Dublin Institute of Technology

welcome
Weloome to the 1987/ 1988 FORUM
Yearbook, which replaces the Oil Students Union handbooks of recent
years. The Yearbook oontains information on your local Students Union
and its relationships with the other Oil
Students Unions, what your Union can
do for you and what you can do for your
fellow students through your Union.
We hope that it will be of use to you
both now and during the academic
year - please let us know through your
Students Union officers whether you
think it is up to standard and any suggestions you might have for improvements for next year's edition. We hope
you will also read and enjoy FORUM
magazine, which is published by the
Oil Students Unions and will be distributed free to students and staff in the

Oil Colleges monthly during the academic year.
Michael Nugent
Editor, FORUM Magazine
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The DIT
AndYou
in many short continuing education courses
and updating of skills courses to meet the
challenge of new technologies.
Committed to Improving Resource.
Althogh the 011 Colleges have extensive
modern Workshop, laboratory and other
facilities, their managemenlS are very
committed to improving their teaching and
other resources. Major extensions to the
Bolton Street and Kevin Street Coneges
have just been completed
and planning is at an advanced stage to rehouse
the CoIege of Commerce
and the College of Marketing and Design together on
a new site in Bishop Street,
adjacent to the Kevin
Street College. Adcitional
facilities were provided for
both the Dublin College of
Catering and the College of
Music in the session just
ended and they have further development plans.
The central 011 administrative offices at 14
Upper Mount Street were refurbished within
the last two years and this now houses the
major central 011 computer installation
which is networked to each of the Colleges.
Semi Autonomou. Structure
While the 011 is by any standards a large
higher education institution it functions as
six semi-autonomous colleges each with ilS

A message from the
Director of the Dub"n
Institute of Technology
May I welcome you to the Dublin Institute
of lechnology (011). I hope that your
period with us will be both enlightening
and enjoyable as you prepare for your
chosen career. Each of the 011 Colleges
caters for afferent specialiaations and has ilS
own distinctive features
but they all operate under
the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee and share a common
educational philosophy.
Large.t Enrolment
lhe 011 has the largest enrolment of higher education institutes in this country with over 22,000 studenlS and it offers a very
wide choice of disciplines
and modes of study. It has some twenty
whole time degree level programmes,
over fifty other whole time third level programmes and is involved in a very significant way in part time third level education
on both a day and evening basis. Craft apprenticeship education and training features strongly in the programmes of some
of the Colleges and they are also involved
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own management structure and these re
subdivided into schools and departments.
As a result each unit is in itself not very
large and this leads to fairly close personal
contact and communication. Many
courses are project based or have a practical emphasis and this also enhances the
level of communication between staff and
students.
Primary Objective of Inatltute
The Colleges maintain close links with inclJstry, the professions and the community
which they serve. They see it as their primaryobjeclive to assist young people (and
not so young people!) in acquiring the basic
knowledge and skills on which to build a
fulfilling and rewarding carreer. At the
same time, they recognise that young
graduates today will have to continue to
study and research as they progress in
their careers. keeping abreast of new developments in this era of rapid technological change. It is important for each student
to develop good study techniques and
develop his or her capacity for self teaching. Our students are as a consequence
allowed considerable freedom and are
encouraged to become self reliant.
High ReputaUon
The Colleges of the DIT enjoy both high
national and international reputations for
the standards of their courses and the
Institute is justifiably proud of the achievements of its graclJates. It is not resting on its

Director of the Dublin Inatltute of
Technology Mlchael O'Donn"l
laurels however but is anxious to develop
and scale new heights and in achieving this
goal obviously it will be dependent on you
as its future graduates. I wish each and
every one of you success in your studies
and hope you will have a pleasant fulfilling
time while you are a student of the Institute.
Michael O'Donnen
Director, Dublin Institute of Technology
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k Irish society
needs radical
change?

e

We do! Join
LABOUR
STUDENTS

CONTACT PAT MONTAGUE AT 788411

MAKE YOUR VOICE
HEARD
Young Fine Gael is the only totally independent youth section of a major
political party which is taken seriously by its 'senior' counterpart.
We are a force for change within Fine Gael, determined to build a more just
society, determined to help decide the type of society in which we will live
in the future.
Our policy priorities are
• Unemployment • LBw Reform • Education
If you want to help decide your future

JOIN YOUNG FINE GAEL
Contact
Sallyanne Godson

National Youth OffICer
Fine Gael, 51 Upper Mouunt Street. Dublin 2
Tel 761573 /761574
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Your Union
And You
A message from the
Chairperson of the 011
Inter Student Committee

Technology. Space is a major problem
in the College of Marketing & Design
and the College of Commerce with the
infamous new D.LT. complex at
Dear Member,
Bishop S1. now years behind schedule.
On behalf of the Student Unions' In the College of Catering the saga
Executives of the Dublin Institute of over the delay by the V.E.C. in installTechnology, may I welcome you back ing the new kitchen equipment enters
to college, and extend a special wel- another year. The Bohon S1. and Kevin
come to all you first year !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! St. College extensions
students.
are a welcome asset, but
The DIT
they should not cloud the
To many of you, the
issue of the Non D.LT.
Dublin Institute of TechStudent Services.
nology may mean very
Student services
little, other than it is the
The N.LH.E. Dublin has
2,500 students and a
DITwhich you probably
applied for your course.
college-administered
In fact, since the Institute
Student Services section
was set up 9 years ago,
which employs 6 people
with the "unification" of
in the areas of student
the six third level City of Dublin Voca- accommodation, Welfare, Graduate
tional Educational Colleges as its aim, employment etc. The D.LT. has one
very little has been done to formally part time student counsellor to cater for
set up the necessary management three times as many full-time students,
and no one else employed in this area.
structures and funding channels.
Many shortcomings
Neglected sector
There are many shortcomings which As can be seen, we remain a relatively
will manifest themselves to you during neglected sector of higher education.
your stay in the Dublin Institute of Nevertheless, having said that, on
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graduation you can be assured that
your qualification can hold ~s own
against any other award from any
other inst~ute in the country.
Fee Level Increases
Attacks on our education system are
presently at their most vicious level
ever. h is quite disturbing to look at fee
levels for similar courses now, and
what they were only five or six years
ago. Fees that were just over £100
then have now reached the £800 figure. No matter how far we stretch our
imagination there is no logical argument for the fees rising at such a rate.
We as union officers can fight for better
facilities and a fee-freeze but to do so,
we need the full and total support of
every student within the institute.

OIT Inter Student Committee
Chairperson Aldan Kerln.

Union but YOUR Union. h is a democratic organisation and not only is your
participation and opinion welcomed,
but they are needed so as to enable
the union to function effectively.
So whilst I look forward to working with
you over the next year, may I wish you
the Best of luck.

Final Points
I would just like to finish off on two final
points.
Firstly remember you can only get out
of College life, what you put into it, and
I would therefore urge you to join any
dubs or societies that you might find
interesting. If none su~ perhaps you
might want to set up your own.
Secondly the Students' Union is not
the Presidents Union or the College's

Aidan J Kerins
Chairperson
OIT Inter Student Committee
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What Your
Union Does
Your Students Union operates to serve
and defend your interests in many ways.
Your Union and Defence
The primary function of your Union is to
provide a means through which you can
defend and promote the interests of yourself and others within the education system. This role includes campaigning for
better facilities, campaigning for better
services, campaigning for more input from
students into the decision making processes in the colleges, campaigning to
defend our members against discrimination of any sort, and campaigning on a

more overall basis with students from other
colleges for a more equal and fair education system where everyone, regarcless of
background or class, has the same opportunity to further their education at third
level.
Your Union and Services
Your Students Union also provides many
services for you as a member, which will be
outlined in more detail in a later section of
this yearbook. As well as a welfare advice
service which can be most helpful, these
services include the provision of subsidised stationery and confectionery

Sports And Entertainments...
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...campalgnlng And Services
through your Students Union Shop, the
provision of subsidised photocopying
services, the provision in some colleges of
common room facilities with pool and video
games, and the collection and sale of second hand books for first and later year
students. Your Union also, through the Oil
Inter Student Committee, produces a
monthly magazine during the academic
year called FORUM. This will keep you up
to date with what's what and who's who as
the college year goes on.
Your Union and Entertainments
Another area in which your Students Union
helps make your college year more toler-

11

able is the arranging of entertainment functions, ranging from lunchtime gigs by local
bands to larger discos and parties in various venues throughout Dublin during the
year. This year the Oil Students Unions
are employing a full time Entertainments
and Promotions Officer to expand further
this area of work.
Your Union and Sports
The final area in which your Union
operates is to help finance sports clubs and
cultural or educational societies which you
can join or set up. More details on how to
benefit from this financing is to be found in
the Services section of this yearbook.

How Your

Union Works
The government of your Students Union - during academic term. It is basically a
of which you are automatically a member meeting of all class or course reps, who are
on starting your course - is based on the elected by and from each class or course in
democratic principle that every member the College. The Class Reps oversee the
has the right to participate fully in control- operation of the Union's work and discuss
ling the affairs of the Union.
issues such as political campaigns, servThe management of the Union's affairs is ices, Union finances and class problems. It
therefore conducted on three main levels: can only take decisions consistent with exUnion general Meeting, Class Represen- isting Union policy as decided by the Union
tative Council or Assembly, and Executive General Meetings.
Executive Committee:
Committee.
Union General Meeting:
The Executive Committee,
A Union General Meeting is
elected by and from the stuthe supremem policy makdent body every year, caring body of the Union and
ries out the day to day manevery member is entitled to
agement of the Union's afattend and participate fUlly.
fairs. It consists of a President and Deputy president A General Meeting can be
convened by the Executive
usually full time - and sevCommittee, the Class Rep
eral other part time officers.
Assembly or by a petition of
Any Union member is eliUnion members - the
gible to stand for election.
Positions are held for one
amount of signatories
needed varies with each
academic year.
College. The Union General Meeting de- DIT Inter Student Committee:
cides on all policy positions, and usually Decides on joint actions between the DIT
approves the Union Budget for the year. Students Unions where appropriate; conUnion General Meeting decisions can only sists of the Presidents or nominees of each
be over ruled by a ballot box referendum of the five DIT Students Unions. Nominates
of all students; this is also the method used Student Representatives on all relevant
VEC and DIT committees and councils, and
to elect the Union's Executive Officers.
generally works to ensure closer cooperaClass Representative Assembly:
The Class Representative Assembly, or tion wherever possible between the StuClass Rep Committee, meets monthly dents Unions in the five DIT Colleges.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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YOUR STUDENTS UNION STRUCTURE
A federal organisation representing
affiliated Students Unions at national
level; Three OIT Students Unions are

UNION OF STUDENTS IN
IRELAND

affiliated; two are not. IfIm.mm.mmlllllllllm~

Oil INTER STUDENT
COMMITTEE

Coordinates actions between the
OIT Unions; selects student reps on
Dublin City VEC, OIT Governing
Body, Academic Council and
Student Services Council.

. . . . . . . . .m
LOCALSU
EXECUTIVE

Coordinates day to day running of local Students Union
affairs subject to direction of Class Representative
Council and General meetings.

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
COUNCIL/ASSEMBLY

Decides on and reviews implementation of Union policy as agreed by
General Meetings.

GENERAL MEETING/
REFERENDA/ELECTIONS

m• • • • • • • • • •d

L.
• • • •
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Determines
Union policy;
elects Union
Executive
Officers.

Your Union
Officers
Aidan Kerins
President Bolton Street SU

lan Phillips - - Deputy President Bolton Street SU
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President Kevln Street SU

Grace McCue
Deputy President Kevln Street SU
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Your Union Officers

Daithi O'Connor
President COMAD SU

John Lysaght
Deputy President COMAD SU
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Dermot Coyle
President College of Comerce SU

Ciaire Gantly
President College of Catering SU
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Your Union
and USI
The Union of Students in Ireland is the national representative body of Irish students. It is recognised as such by the Government, the major political parties, the
media and the Department of Education.
Who .re member. of USI?
All students in colleges whose Students
Union is affiliated to USI are automatically
members of USI. At present the vast
majority of third level Irish colleges, north
and south of the border, are
affiliated to USI.
Am I • member of USI?
It depends on the college
you are in. Within the olT,
three of the local Unions Bolton Street, Kevin Street
and COMAo - are affiliated
to USI. The other two local
olT Unions - the Colleges
of Catering and Commerce
- are not.
How do.. USI work?
Every year USI Annual
Congress elects six full time Officers to
coordinate the work of the Union for the
coming year. The Annual Congress also
decides on USI policy for the year, in the
same way as your Union General Meeting
does locally. During the year the work of
the Union is reviwed monthly by the USI
Executive Committee - National Council a meeting of student representatives from
all affiliated local Students Unions.

A message from the
President of USI
A chairde,
Welcome to your Union and to the Union of
Students in Ireland.
While congratulating you on getting a
place in college, I do so in the hope that you
will use your position within the education
system to improve and defend it.
Many Problem.
Having got this far you have
overcome one of the major
problems with higher education - getting inl However, throughout your time
at college YOU'll face many
problems (which weren't
created by you) due to high
fees, inadequate grants,
overcrowding in the college, poor accommodation
etc. Your academic work
itself may prove difficuh due
to teaching methods, teaching standards
and assessment methods which don't
operate to help YOU get your exams.
Attack. on Education
Furthermore, this year we are witnessing
the most all-sided attacks on higher education that this country has ever seen. oespite the fact that students' fees are higher
than ever before, this government is imposing vicious cuts in college budgets which

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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can only lead to a dedining quality of education. Cuts in library opening hours, services, academic staff job losses and increased overcrowding will increase the
pressure on you and limit your ability to
cope with college life and work.
Reinforcing Inequality
The spiralling costs of higher education
and the shortage of college places affect
not only you - they exclude thousands of
young people and others from ever having
access to third level education. Those
from working class backrounds are now
less (not more) likely to get to college,
making higher education more and more
elitist and further reinforcing the inequality
in our society. But it need not stay that
way.
There Are Alternatives
There are altematives and USI is fighting
for them - a decent grant, equal access for
all, student control over our own education
......... it is vital that you get involved in the
fight for change.
Expres. Your View.
For perhaps the first time in your life
through your students union and USI you
will have the chance to clearly express
your views on the issues affecting you :
fees, grants, exams, women's rights,
apartheid ..... or on anything about which
you feel strongly. Not alone can you use
the structure of your union and USI to
express your views, but you can also use

USI President Patricla Hegarty

them to put forward your proposals on how
we can change things.
Get Involved
USl's work covers many areas and involves many people. Find out about it. Get
involved through your union. But remember, the need for a better education system
is greaterthan ever before. If we don't work
for change, who will?
I hope to see you during the year in your
students union.
Good luck.
Patricia Hegarty, Uachtaran,
Aontas na Mac/einn in Eireann.
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The CDVEC
and the DIT
What Is the CDVEC?
anna Fail. The final member is Mr Aidan
After each Local Govemment Election the Kerins, President of the Students Union in
newly elected·members of Dublin Corpo- Bolton Street College and Chairman of the
ration decide on who will sit on its sub- DIT Inter Student Committee. He reprecommittees. These subcommittees in- sents the views of the 25,000 full time and
elude, among others, the City of Dublin Vo- part time students in the DIT Colleges,
cational Education Committee - the which are govemed by the CDVEC.
CDVEC. Like all local govemment sub- What do the CDVEC do?
committees, it tends to be dominated by The CDVEC oversees the operations ofthe
nominees of whichever political party committees's various subcommittees. It is
controls the corporation. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! responsible for the maintenance and development of
This party is currently Fianna Fail.
vocational education in the
Who sUs on the CDVEC?
city of Dublin. In addition to
Of the fourteen members of
I
the six DIT Colleges the
the current CDVEC, eight
CDVEC also controls
are members of Fianna Fail.
twenty two second level
These include the Chairschools in Dublin. Its subman, Councillor Liam Fitzcommittees include finance
Gerald TD and the Vice
and building committees,
Chairman, Councillor Mistaff relations group,
chael Donnelly, Councillors
Comhairte Le Leas Oige
Andrew O'Callaghan, Pat
(the Dublin City Youth ServCarey and Mary Hanafin, Mr
ices Board), various subMichael Cotter, Mr Barry Eartey and Mr committees overseeing each college under
Seamus Uas Puirseil. There are two its conrrol, the curriculum development
Labour party representatives - Councillor unit, the DIT goveming body, the sports adMichael O'Halloran and Mr Patrick Done- visory council, the apprentice education
gan. Fine Gael have one nominee, Coun- board, the student services council and the
cillor Charlie McManus. The Workers DIT academic council.
Party are represented by their Party What Is the DIT?
Leader, Alderman Tomas Mac Giolla TD. The DIT is the Dublin Institute of TechnolThere is one independent member, Mr ogy - a subcommittee of the CDVEC called
Sean Lyons, who was nominated by Fi- the DIT Governing Body was set up in 1978
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to work towards the development of a unitied institute comrising the six third level
colleges of the COVEC. The Governing
Body meets monthly to coordinate and
discuss motions from the six OIT College
Councils, the Joint Academic Council, the
Apprentice Education Board and teh Student Services Council. The original intention of the VEC was to house most of the
Dublin Institute of Technology on the site in
Glasnevin now occupied
the National Institute for
Higher Education (NIHE) in
Glasnevin. This proposal,
originally known as the
·Ballymun Project·, was
delayed by conflicting opinions as to exactly what was
proposed for the site, and
this resulted in a committee
being set up by the Minister
for Education in 1974 to
develop the NIHE as an
independent institute on the
site, and decide which VEC courses
should be transferred to it. The COVEC
resisted what it saw as attempts to break
up the OIT and the NIHE eventually began
operations, without any VEC courses, in
1980. It now appears likely that in the
medium to long term there will be no
unified campus for the OIT colleges,
though it is intended to move the Colleges
of Commerce and Marketing and Design

to the old Jacobs building in Bishop Street,
near Kevin Street College of Technology.
New extensions to Bolton Street and Kevin
Street colleges are currently being comp1eted, and the Colleges of Catering and
Music have recently increased their facilities through the use of rented accomodation.
What Is the relationship between the DIT
and the College Councils?
The College Councils are
subcommittees of the OIT
Governing Body, and the
chairperson of each CoIlegeCouncilisamemberof
the COVEC. The other
members of the College
Councils are representatives from the OIT Governing Body, college managemnet (ie the principal),
college staff, local trade
unions, relevant business
sectors to that college, and
the Students Union of that college. The
College Council meets once a month and
takes decisions on the internal management of the college. It can make recommendations to the COVEC on issues such as
staffing levels, course structures, fee levels
and so on. These recommendations must
first be passed by the OIT Governing Body
before they reach the VEC, and can then be
accepted or rejected by the VEC itself.

by!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The COVEC and the OfT

What are the DIT Colleges?
Catering has offered courses in Home
The DIT Colleges are the six third level
Management, Dietetics and Home Ecocolleges of the City of Dublin VEC:
nomics, expanding from the early 70s into
Environmental Health Tourism Food
The College of Marketing and Design,
Mountjoy Square
Processing, and other' technical ~tering
Formerly the School of Commerce and subjects. It has produced many of the
Retail distribution, COMAD is charged with technical and managerial staff in the hotel,
preparing students for careers in business catering and tourism industries in Ireland.
and design, helping businesses with short The College of Music, Chatham Row
courses, management training program- The College of Music has 2,500 students
mes and mid career train- !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! and pupils may be admitted
ing, and helping research in
as early as five years old,
business, economics and
though about half the work
design. The college pubis third level. There is a
lishes an international jourKeyboard section which
nal of market research
takes up half the activity,
which has contributors from
and Orchestral section and
a VccaI, Orchestral and
Europe and the US.
Dramatic section. The most
The College of Commerce, Rathmlnes
important entry criteria are
The College of Commerce
recognisable potential and
has full time courses in
hnest effort.
Business Studies, CommuThe College of Technolnications, Data Processing,
ogy, Bolton Street
Advertising, Legal Studies, Transport and The Bolton Street College has courses in
Public relations, and a wide range of re- Architecture, Surveying and Building, Engilated part time courses. A four year degree neering and Printing. Wholetime courses
level course in Business Studies was intro- for professional qualifications in the Conduced in the early 19608. The college has struction field last four years, except for
close connections with many aspects of Architecture which lasts for five. Direct
business and the media.
involvement with community activities
The College of Catering, Cathal Brugha helps to relate coursework to practical situStreet
ations in social experience. The college is
Since it was opened in 1941 the College of this year moving into a new extension.
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The College of Technology, Kevln
Street
Kevin Street is celebrating its centenary
this year as a college in which Applied
Sciences have always featured strongly in
the curriculum. There are departments of
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Mathematics I Statistical I Computer Science,
and Physcs. Uke Bolton Street, the college
is this year occupying a new extension.
How la the DIT funded?
The DIT is funded by the Department of

Education, through the CDVEC. Theoretically the CDVEC is an independent body
capable of raising its own finance through
tuition fees and other means, but in practice it depends so much on its annual grant
from the Department of Education that it
cannot make its own way financially. As a
result of this the Department of Education
can - and does - dictate the level of tuition
fees charged by the VEC by threatening to
cut back on its grant if it does not comply
with the Departmenrs wishes.

THE VEC / DIT
STRUCTURE

eC~D~VE~C~~~1~O~TH~E~R~DC~S~UB~C~O~M~M~I1T~E~ES~1
DITGOVBODY

OTHER CDVEC SUBCOMMITTEES

•

~~~~~,

COLLEGE COUNCILS

OTHER DIT SUBCOMMlmES

PRINCIPALS I DEPT HEADS I SCHOOL HEADS EYC
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FOR HALF PRICE TRAVEL.
The Internalional Student Identity Card is a huge
money saver in over 50 countries. For £5 you get up 10
60% reductions on air fares in Europe plus special
discounts in holels, shops and reslaurants in Ireland
with y~r Counldown card.
TRAVEL SAVE STAMP
For an exlra £6.00 you can gel a Travelsave Stamp
which entitles you to buy a Dublin monlhly student

commuter ticket plus up to 50% discount on CIE and
Northern Ireland Railways long distance Irains, CIE
and Lough Swilly BusServices, Aran Island and Belfast
Car Ferries.
Get around for half price!
Available from USIT or your local Student Union.
Goon ... useit!!!
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Services from
Your Union
Your Students Union provides you with
many useful services which will help you
get through college life with as little fuss
and bother as possible. Most of these
services are provided by staff members,
all of whom are jointly employad by the five
OIT Students Unions through their company, OITSU Ltd.
OllSU (Oil Students Union) Lld
OllSU Ltd is a limited liability company
established by the Oil Students Unions to
oversee staff employment and related
matters and generally to ensure that the
services provided through the Unions'
staffing level are maintained at level acceptable to both students and staff. The

company's affairs are overseen by a board
of directors which includes the five current
DIT Students Union Presidents, Mr Des
Fay. an accountant and ex member of the
CDVEC, Mr Eamon Tufty, Education Officer with the CDVEC and Mr Felix McKenna. an ex Students Union President and
COVEC member. Mr McKenna is the
Chairperson of the company. Mr Eamon
Conner is the company's Administrative
Officer.
Eamon Connor
Eamon Connor is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the financial and
administrative affairs of the OIT Students
Unions run smoothly on a day to day basis.

STUDENT SERVICES IN THE DIT
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE

Oil
STUOENlS
UNION LTD
.:....
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OIT STudents Union Lld Chairperson
Fellx McKenna

OIT Students Union Lld Admln Officer
Eamon Connor

He is a joint signatory on all OIT Students
Union cheques, and operates on one day
per week in each OIT College.
Services In the OIT Colleges
The following pages will give an outline of
the services available to OIT students
through their local Students Unions.
Though the exact nature of the services
may vary from college to college, the basic
structures are reasonably similar, particularty in the case of Clubs and Societies.
Clubs and Societies
Regardless of which local OIT college you
are in, the same structure applies if you

want to join or ·start a sports club or a
cultural or educational society. Firstly, find
out when Freshers Day is on. On that day
all clubs and societies will have stalls from
which they will hope to attract new members. You can join a club or start your own
at this stage. Once names are collected,
the club applies to the Student Services
Committee for funding in the manner outlined on the following pages, submitting a
budget of proposed activities and costs.
When these budgets are analysed, most
clubs and societies will be allocated money
to finance the planned activities.

27

Your Union
and Finance
The vast bulk of Students Union· finance
comes from you - the students. Under an
arrangement with the COVEC an amount
of money per student called capitation
money was collected annually and distributed to the Students Unions. The Students
Union would then decide how much
money was to go to political work, how
much to clubs and societies, how much to
welfare work and hardship funds, etc. All of
these decisions would be
taken by students in each
college at a General Meeting or Class Rep Assembly
at an early stage of the
academic year.
New System Introduced
Under new structures
agreed at the Student Services Council, the distribution of capitation monies
was altered dramatically
last year. In essence both
sports clubs and student societies were to be more directly funded and
would have minimum amounts of money
gauaranteed to them. They were also to
have more control over their affairs. New
Local Sports Councils and Local Cultural
Councils were set up in each college to
oversee and represent all clubs and societies. Each club or society has arepresentative on this Council. As well as this, a
Central Sports Council and a Central Cul-

tural Council was set up to direct the work
of the Local Sports and Cultural Councils,
including the distribution of monies to each
local Students Union. The Student Services Committee was to oversee the work of
all of the groups.
Effect of the new System
Under the new system, Students Unions
no longer have direct control over the distribution of the caputation money collected
from their members. The
money must now be divided
in the following ratios: OIT
Students Union Lld is
funded its running costfrorn
the total capitation money.
Of the balance left, 2%
goes to a Student Hardship
Fund., 40% minimum goes
to the Students Unions,
15% minimum goes to the
Central Sports Council,
15% minimum goes to the
Central Cultural Council,
and the remaining 28% is divided between
the Students Unions and the two Central
Councils as the Student Services Committee sees fit.
Does the new system work?
It didn't last year. Some clubs and societies
received little or no money and others received money very late in the year. Other
clubs and societies claimed that the system
was working unfairly. They said that larger
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clubs and societies (like those in Bolton
Street and Rathmines) were claiming
larger amounts than they would have got
under the old system, and that this was
working against the smaller colleges. VEC
Authorities say that the system is new, that
it will obviously have teething problems,
and that it will eventually sort itself out. lhe

011 Students Unions disagree, saying that
the system is inherently bad, bureaucratic
and cumbersome, and is trying to impose
a 011 wide structure for clubs and societies
without having a such a structure in the rest
of the Institute. It remains to be seen how
this year will tum out for 011 club and
society finances.

STUDENTS UNION FUNDING STRUCTURE
2% Hardship
Central
Cultural
Council

Fund

15%

28%
Balance of
Monies
(Distributed
between
Students
Unions
and Central
Councils
by Student
Services
Committee)

15%
Central
Sports
Council

Running
costs of 011
Students
Union Ltd

40% Students Unions
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TRA NSALPINO
The best deal
by far ..
* Up to 50% off standard rail fares

for under 26's
* Over 20000 European destinations

• Choice of routes
• Stop off en-route
* Daily Departures
* Tickets valid two months

Railcards, berths, sleepers, reservations
and much more available.
Call in at

TransaIpin 0
37 College Green
for expert and friendly advice
and your Transalpino tickets
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Your Local
Union Services
A message from the
Administrative Officer of
the 011 Students Unions
On behalf of the staff in the Dublin Institute
of Technology Students Unions may I
welcome you to the DIT and hope you

DIT Students Union AdmInistrative
Officer Eamon Connor

enjoy your stay here. Collectively the DIT
Students Unions are one of the biggest
students unions in the country representing some 25,000 students. The Unions' activities are many and varied.
We have four separate trading outlets
selling course related materials and other
essential items at subsidised prices. The
Unions' common rooms with their pool,
video and board games are an excellent
place to go to take a break from your
studies.
Over the past few years the DIT Students
Unions have been working ever more
closely together in many areas both poltically and service wise. The latest phase in
this cooperative working is the employment this year of a full time entertainments
officer to broaden and develop our entertainments programmes. A 'fun run" for
charity is planned in the second term. See
the Ents Officer for details. We have arranged from now until Christmas a regular
Thursday night disco - see the diary section of this yearbook for details.
The Unions have over 115 clubs and societies with a total budget last year of eighty
thousand pounds. The club activities
range from badminton to windsurfing and
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Come over to

KINGS
54 Bolton Street Dublin 1
Directly Opposite Bolton Street College

Stockists of Dawing and Writing Instruments
SETSQUARES-PROTRACTORS
T SQUARES - FRENCH CURVES - RULERS
SCALE RULES - FLEXI CURVES
FAN SCALES - LEAD HOLDERS
TECHNICAL PEN SETS - COMPASS SETS
CLUTCH PENCILS - DRAWING PAPER PADS
TRACING PAPER PADS - CALCULATORS
OVERHEAD PROJECTION PENS
BATTERIES - DRY WIPE MARKERS
FELT TIP MARKERS - COpy BOOKS
FOLDER REFILLS - RING BINDERS
PRESENTATION BINDERS - PRINTING
PERSONAL NOTEPAPER - THESIS BINDING
WEDDING INVITATIONS - BIRTHDAY CARDS
GIFT WARPS AND BOWS - PHOTOCOPYING

STUDENTS WELCOME
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from debating to computing. The sports
. clubs are involved in league fixtures, tournamnets and knockout competitions both
on a Ollwide and on intervarsity level. Last
year the 011 GM won their aJp final and
the COMAO rugby club reached the finals
of the Gleeson Cup. On the aJlturaJ side
lectures and trips are regularly organised
by our societies, including last year trips to
Amsterdam and Berlin.
FinaUy the 011 Students Unions' ownmagazine, FORUM, will keep you up to date

with all the goins on in the Institute. Get
your free copy in your Union shop or office
at the start of each month.
All of the above are overseen by the Students Union staff, who will be happy to give
you any help or advice you may need on
any issue during the year.
Enjoy your time in the 011.

Eamon Cannor
AdministTatNe Officer
DIT Students Union Ltd.

BOLTON VIDEO
61 BOLTON ST.
(OPPOSITE BOLTON ST. COLLEGE)
OPEN 7 DAYS UNTIL 8 P.M.
ALL TOP TITLES STOCKED
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FILMS FROM SOp PER NIGHT
DIAL A FILM 733093

STUDENTS OFFER
JOIN WITH THIS AD AND YOUR FIRST
TWO FILMS GO FREE
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THE YARN HALL
30 seconds walk from Bolton Street College

Students Welcome
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Bolton Street
fectionary, fruit, minerals and coffee. The
shop is open every day from 9.30 am to 9
pm, so you can avail of the service whether
you are a day or night student You can buy
ISIC (International Student Identity Card)
cards through the Students Union Office.
You can relax or play pool or video games
in the Common Room beside the Office.
You can also get any further information
you may need from the Students Union
office staff - Aidan Kerins, lan Phillips or
Maura Cunningham.
Clubs and Societies
As mentioned earlier, you can also join or
start a club or society by applying at the
start of the year through the
Students Union. Clubs and
societies in Bolton Street
are numerous - last year
the main clubs and societies were (in alphabetical
order - and most of the
abreviated ones are course
based clubs or societies):
Anti Apartheid Group,
A.S.A., Badminton Club,
Ballad Appreciation Society, Basketball Club,
Bolton Street Bears Rugby
Club, Christian Society,
Construction Technicians
Society, Cycling Club, Dabating Society, E.E.S.,
Bolton Street Students Union Secretary
Equestrian Society, Film
Maura Cunnlngham

If you are a student in Bolton Street College of Technology your Students Union
Office and Common Room are siuated in
either the basement of the main building,
beside the canteen, or on the ground floor
of the new extension, depending on
whether you are reading this before or after
the move to the new extension.
OffIce I Common Room Services
Your Union offers you many facilities and
services, including photocopying at subsidised rates, a students union shop run by
Shop Manager Jimmy Kane which supplies everything from subsidised course
related materials and equipment to con-
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THE
FISH
INN
For Your Daily FRESH Fish & Chips

Student Lunch Hour Specials Daily
12.30 - 2.30
Various Fish & Chips only £1.40
ALSO

Specials on Sausages & Burgers

64 Capel St.
Adjacent to
Bolton St. College.

Open Man - Fri
11 - 5.30 p.m.
Fri - Sat Night 9 - 1.00 a.m.
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Society, G.A.A. Club, Geo-Surveying S0ciety, Golf Club, Karate Club, Mechanical
Engineering Technician Society, Mixed
Hockey Club, Mountaineering Club, Orienteering Club, Phsycho-Philosophy Society, P.U.B.S., Sailing Club, Soccer Club,
Squash Club, Society of Student Printers,
S.S.A.E., S.S.A.T., S.S.A.V., S.S.E.,
S.S.O.S., Swimming and Water Polo Club,
Table Tennis Club, Technician Course and
Building Services Society, Third World
Society, and Windsurfing Society.

STUDENTS

Bolton Street Students Union
Shop Meneger Jlmmy KeM

FOUR
SEASONS
INN

1/2 PRICE OFF
WASH CUT & RESTYLE

AT

JOHNADAM

OPPOSITE BOLTON
STREET COLLEGE

GENTS HAIRSTYLISTS
Upstairs
opposite Slattery's Pub
Capel Street

STUDENTS
WELCOME

OFFER
MON-FRI ONLY
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GERRY'S KITCHEN
Restaurant
Take-Away
Private Functions
7.30 am - 7.00 pm Mon - Fri
60 BOLTON STREET
TELEPHONE 744876

-.

for All Art Materials
& DrawiVlg EGflAipWleVlt...

lil-

~l

GET IT ALL AT. ..

FLYNN LETTERS LTD
51 BOlTON ST.
NOW WE DO

DYELlNE COPYING TOO I
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COMAD
If you are a student in the College of
Marketing and Design - or COMAD as it is
known for short - your Students Union
Office is situated in the basement of the
main building in Mountjoy Square, beside
the canteen, and your Student Common
Room is situated down the corridor and
aocross a short yard from the office - it's
well signposted so you can't really miss it.
OffIce I Common Room ServIces
Your Union offers you much the same
facilities and services as does Bolton
Street, inclucing photocopying at subsidised rates, a students union shop run by
Paddy Mulholland which supplies every-

thing from subsidised course related materials and equipment - including art and
design materials, photographic film, paper
and portfolios - to confectionery, fruit, minerals and coffee. Like Bolton Street the
shop is open every day from 9.30 am to 9
pm, so you can avail of the service whether
you are a day or night student. You can buy
ISIC (International Student Identity Card)
cards through the Students Union Office
and can also in the College of Marketing
and Design avail of locker facilities for your
equipment and materials through the Students Union Office. You can relax or play
pool or video games in the Common Room
beside the Office. You can
get any further information
you feel that you may need
about the services available from COMAD SU from
the Students Union office
staff - Daithi O'Connor,
John Lysaght and Vivienne
Byrne.
Clubs and Societies
There are less Clubs and
Societies in the College of
Marketing and Design than
in Bolton Street College last year the main ones
were the Aerobics Club, the
Arts Society, the Cultural
Society, the Debating SociCOMAD Students Union Secretary
ety, the Strand Theatre, the

Vlvlenne Byrn.
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relax in professional hands at

LEGENDS
No 3 Belvedere Place

massage
and health club
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Drama Society, the Film Society, the
Graphic Society, the Golf Society, the
Hockey Club, the Marketing Communicator (a magazine published with the aid of
Students Union finance), the Marketing
Society, the Rugby Club, the Soccer Club,
and the windsurfing club. Don't forget - and
this applies to all colleges, not just COMAD
- if you want to start a club or society not
included in the list of ones already existing
in your local college, don't hesitate to contact your Students Union Office today.

Shop Supervisor Paddy MullHolland

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
SALES

GET MOBILE
FROM
£6.50 A WEEK

RAIR

GEM

COMAD Students Union

MOTORCYCLES

74ANGIER STREET,
DUBLIN 2.
TELEPHONE

47 Chelmsford Rd.,
Dublin 6

(01) 782082

Tel: (01) 9601201978438
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McGRATHS
PUBLIC HOUSE
Relax and enjoy a drink
and a quick lunch
with pleasant company
The original meeting place
for Kevin Street students

Select lounge upstairs
A must for students
with a thirst to quench

40 WEXFORD STREET
AND 1 KEVIN STREET
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Kevin Street
If you are a student in the Kevin Street
College of Technology - celebrating its
centenary this year - the exact location of
your Students Union is not known at the
time of writing this yearbook. The details of
the Union's proposed location in the new
College extension have yet to be finalised.
Until they are, your Union Office and
Common Room are situated on the third
floor of the main building, to the left as you
reach the floor from the main staircase.

Office I Common Room Services
Your Union offers you much the same
facilities and services as Bolton Street and
COMAD - photocopying at subsidised

rates (a card system of payment is used in
Kevin Street) , a students union shop run by
Theresa Sheridan which supplies everything from subsidised course related materials and equipment to confectionery, lruit
and minerals. Again, the shop is open
every day from 9.30 am to 9 pm, so you can
avail of the service whether you are a day
or night student. You can buy ISIC (International Student Identity Card) cards through
the Students Union Office and can relax or
play pool or video games in the Common
Room beside the Office. You can get any
further information about the services
available from the Students Union office
staff - Paul Darcy, Grace
McCue, Marie O'Sullivan
and Geraldine Gill.

Kevln Street Students Union Secretary
Marle O'Sulllvan
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Clubs and Societies
There are many Clubs and
Societies in Kevin Street for
you to consider joining -last
year the Sports Clubs included all of the major
sports listed in the other
Local Union sections of the
yearbook. Kevin Street
College also has a swimming pool that you can avail
of - contact your Students
Union Office for further details. Students Union
funded Societies that have
been active in Kevin Street

THE CAMERA
SHOP
60A CAPEL ST.

CLARKES
PUB

728943
(Corner Parnell St.)

11 WEXFORD STREET

SOUP
SANDWICHES
TOASTED
SANDWICHES
COFFEE
TEA

ALL your photographic, video,
and Audio Visual
Equipment.
Everything for the
Amateur to the
Professional.

ALL AT VERY
REASONABLE PRICES

VINTAGE INN
HOME MADE LUNCHES
SERVED MONDAY - FRIDAY
SANDWICHES ROLLS & SNACKS
SERVED DAtLY
SUNDAY BRUNCHES
12 - 2 PM
ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
6 LOWER CAMPDEN STREET
TEL 782238
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College in recent years include the Computer Society, the Technician Society, the
Drama Society, the Music Society, the
Music Society, the Engineers Society, the
Art Society, the Bakery Society, the Photographic Society, the Nutrition Society, the
Science Fiction Society, the Tempest
Society and the Film Society. And as before, don't limit your choice to those already existing; consider starting a Club or
Society of your own if you feel a taste that
exists has not yet been catered for.

Kevln Street Students Union
Shop Manager Theresa Sherldan

SAFIRES HAIR Bc
BEAUTY

DO YOU NEED A THESIS
TYPED· WHY NOT COME TO
US? OUR RATES ARE VERY
COMPETITIVE AND ALL
DEADLINES ARE MET.

286, HAROLDS
CROSS RD.

• Spelling Verification • Automatic
Footnoting • Alphabetizing,
• Indexing· Proofreading· NUl
Formats.

TELEPHONE: 976703

SPECIALISING IN
STYLING,
COLOURING
& BODY WAVES

EXPERT EDITORIAL
GUIDANCE INCLUDED

The Night Owl
Early Bird Bureau
150B UPPER LEESON
STREET, DUBLIN 4
TEL: 600837

20% DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS.
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THE WELCOME INN

AN OPEN
WELCOME
TO ALL
STUDENTS
From: Michael, Margaret & All the Staff

The best for
Drinks & Food
Sandwiches, Soup,
Tea & Coffee
Served all day
The place of the Monthly
STUDENT PARTY

93/94 Parnell Street
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Cathal Brugha Street
at subsidised rates and a students union
shop which got off the ground last year and
is run bySeamus Murphy. Again, the shop
supplies everything from subsidised
course related materials and equipment to
confectionery, fruit and minerals and is
open every day from 9.30 am to 9 pm, so
you can avail of the service whether you
are a day or night student. You can not buy
ISIC (Intemational Student Identity Card)
cards in Cathal Brugha Street (or Rathmines) as these two Unions are not affiliated to USI. You can relax or play pool or
video garnes in the Common Room, andcan get any further information about the
services available from the
Students Union secretary
Tina Forrester.
Club. end Societies
Clubs and Societies in
Cathal Brugha Street are
not so evenly divided between sports clubs and
socio-cultural societies the sports clubs seem to
dominate more than in
other colleges. Last year
they included the Badminton Club, the Basketball
Club, the Drama Society,
the Karate Club, the Rugby
Club, the Table Tennis
Club, the Video Club, the
Cetha1 Brughe Street Student. Union Secretary
Volleyball Club, the Soccer
TIne Forrester

If you are a student in the Dublin College of
Catering in Cathal Brugha Street, your
local Students Union Office and Common
room are located on the ground floor of the
main building - tum right as you enter the
building, tum left at the end of the corridor,
keep going past the main staircase and the
Union Office is on your left underneath the
next set of stairs with the Common room at
the end of that corridor.
Office I Common Room Services
Again, your Union offers you much the
same facilities and services as the other
local Unions, though all of the SU Exec are
part time. Services include photocopying
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RELAX IN COMFORT IN

O'ROURKES
PUBLIC HOUSE
DORSET STREET
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Club, the Debating Society, the Food and
Beverage Society and the Environmental
Health Society. However, there are two
other activities funded through the clubs
and societies budget that are unique to
Cathal Brugha Street SUo These are the

annual dress Dance and the annual trip
abroad to either Hotelympia every second
year or somewhere else on the alternate
years. Last year saw a very successful and
enjoyable trip to Amsterdam; this year it is
the turn of Hotelympia.
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CROKES

KINGS INN
42 BOLTON ST.
DUBLIN 1

FOR
ROLLS AND
SANDWICHES
HOT SNACKS
CONFECTIONERY
FRUIT
FRIENDLY SERVICE

TELEPHONE: 726094
PUB FOOD:
SOUP,
SANDWICHES,
ROLLS.

OPEN 7.30 AM - 11 PM

FUNCTION ROOM
AVAILABLE
FOR PARTIES

38 BOLTON
STREET

COPY-PRINT
2 Cathal Brugha Street
Tel778197 - 788188
PHOTOCOPYING
(SPECIAL STUDENT RATE)
TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING
OF CURRICULUM VITAES, ESSAYS, MENUS ETC
(SPECIAL RATE FOR THESES, REPORTS)
BINDING, STATIONERY AND
TYPEWRITER SUPPLIES

CALL IN OR PHONE FOR DETAILS
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Rathmines
If you are a student in the Rathmine College of Commerce, your local Students
Union Office is based at the time of writing
this yearbook on the ground floor of the
main building - turn left after entering and
it's the first door on the left. There is no
Common Room as such but you can congregate in the canteen which is situated in
the basement of the main building.
Office I Common Room Services
Rathmines Students Union offers you
much the same facilities and services as
the other local Unions, apart from the
absence of a Students Union run Common
Room or Shop, though there is a shop

within the canteen area that sells minerals
and confectionery. Services include photocopying at subsidised rates (again, using a
card system of payment as in Kevin Street
and Catha! Brugha Street). You can not
bUy ISIC (International Student Identity
Card) cards in the College of Commerce as
the Union is not affiliated to US!. You can
get further information about the services
available from the Students Union office
staff - Dermot Coyle and Ann Pounch.
Clubs and Societies
Clubs and Societies have traditionally
been very active in the Rathmines College
of Commerce. Over the last few years there
has been a Swimming
Club, a Cumman Na nGael,
a Computer Society, a
Health Club, a GAAClub, a
Bible group, a debating
Society, a Communications Society, a Photographic Society, a Journalism Society, a Soccer Club,
a Rugby Club, an Advertising Society, a Mountaineering Club, a Drama Society, a Law Society, a Law
Society, a Business literary Society, a Squash
Club, a Transport Society,
a Science Fiction Society, a
Film Society, a Golf Club, a
Rathmlnes Students Union Secretary
marketing Institute, a BusiAnn Pounch
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Have you tried the
alternative source?
OXWOOD SERVICES llD
36 Upper Fitzwilliam Street Dublin 2
Tel 606471 / 612208
ALL DRAWING MATERIALS SUPPLIED
DYELlNE PRINTS (SPECIAL STUDENT RATE)
PHOTOCOPYING & BINDING
PICTURE FRAMING
STATIONERY SUPPLIES
BEST VALUE SECRETARIAL SERVICE IN DUBLIN

DISCOUNT SOUNDS

NEW VIDEO SHOP
NOW OPEN
ALL TOP FILMS ONLY 90P PER NIGHT
STUDENTS
TAKE YOUR FILM FRIDAY AND RETURN MONDAY
ONLY 90P FOR THE WHOLE WEEKEND
DISCOUNT SOUNDS
8 WEXFORD STREET DUBLIN 2
JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM KEVIN STREET
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ness Studies Society, a Commerce and
Economics Society and a Snooker Society. In past years the Rugby Club was the
main sporting club in the College; last year
the soccer club took over that mantle. The
Students Union also subsidises a mini
gymnasium which is used by some students during the year; further details can
be got from the Students Union Office.
Inter OfT Activities
OJerall, regardess of which of the five
local DIT Students Unions you are a

member of, remember that there is always
the scope for inter DIT activities. They
already exist in many of the sporting areas,
and in some other areas such as debating.
If you feel that you could help organise a
club or society that serves the interests of
students in more than one DIT College, get
in touch with your Students Union Office
and find out who to contact to help you
make it happen. But as with any other club
or society, do so quickly if you want to
benefit from Union funding.

24 HOUR SHOP
Newsagent - Delicatessen - Confectionary - Toiletries

If You Want It
·We save
your
Bacon"

Tobaconist - Grocery
Minerals - etc. etc.

·We
Never
Close"

We have it

101 Lower Rathmines Road
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Earn as you learn
with the
Irish Permanent
• Earn interest from your savings while YOU'rE'
studying.
• Higher interest rates than the Associated Banks.
• There's a bran 'h near your coUege, open 'til 5,
five days a week.
• Branches stay open through lunch.
• All transactions are co t free.
• [fyou save regularly you can quaJify for
a mortgage.
• You can save for any reabon from holiday~
to compact di~c players.
Why not drop in LOday LO your locaJ Irish Permanent
Building oci ty Branch Office, we'lJ help you LO
manage your finances with fpe, friendly and
confidentiaJ advice.

Irish Permanent
The Peoples ChOice
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Ifyou can't
borrowfrom
xour bank,
who can you
borrow
from? .
i

Here's what we can do for you.
Educating your children can be a costly exerci e. But there ~
is asolution-Bank oflreland.]ust call in and talk to us and we'll tell
~
you what we can do for you.

Bank IFlreland.
Now, what can wc do for yOll?
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Student Finance
Due to increasing fees, educational cutbacks and inadequate grants, most students during their career in college, will be
faced with financial difficulties of one sort
or another. An important function of your
union is to fight the cutbacks which cause
these difficulties.
The following are some of the sources for
student finance. For more imformation
contact your local student union.
HIGHER EDUCATION
GRANTS
Requirements
1) Residence
Parents or guardians must
be resident in the local
authority area on October
first of the year prior to application.
2) Academic Atainments
The student must satisty
the entry requirements of
the college and have
Grade C or higher in
higher level papers in four or more subjects, or
Grade C or higher in higher level papers in
Irish or Maths and two other subjects, or
for science or engineering students Grade
C or higher in two approved subjects.
3) Means
For a student to be eligible for a grant, their
parents' or guardians' income must be
within a certain category. There is a sliding

scale of awards depending on the income
category. Parential income is determined
year ending fifth April on which the student
commences a course.
4) Age
Seventeen years on January first of the
year full commencement of course.
Change of circumstance
Students who failed to qualify for a grant
solely on the grounds of means, and
whose circumstances
change, so that they would
safisfy the means requirements, can apply for a
grant. It is not necessary
under this category that the
student should have made
application for a grant in
the year in which the
course commenced.
Applications
Application must be made
to the relevant authority not
later than the fifteenth of
July of the year the student commences a
course.
V.E.C. SCHOLARSHIPS
Each V.E.C. stipulates its own regulations
which must be sanctioned by the Department of Education. The scholarships are
limited and are subject to several general
restrictions.
1) Value.
As per the higher education grants
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Student Finance
scheme.
2) Means Test
The same means test applies as per the
H.E.A. with a similar sliding scale of
awards.
3) Academic Requirements.
Scholarships are competitive, based on a
minimum basic pass leaving cart with a
points system applied to the best five subjects. In the event of a tie the next best
subject is taken into account.
4) Closing Date
In general applications
musst be submitted by the
thirty first of April.
5) Duration
The grant lasts for one
year, and is renewed each
year. This needs a recommendation from the college
principal regarding "progress, conduct
and attendence".

Applications
Every student should apply for a scholarship before going into a third level course
even if they are above the levels set out in
the parental means test.
The reason here is that if family income
circumstances change one can re-apply
and possibly be awarded a grant.
COVENANTS AND TAX RELIEF
In the case where students
recieve financial aid from
their parents or guardians,
tax relief can be obtained if
the financial aid is transferred subject to a covenant.
A covenant is a legally
binding agreement to pay
a certain amount of money
to another person. Further
details can be obtained
from your local bank or
from your local Students
Union.
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A MESSAGE FOR NON-SPEEDREADERS
If you are not in competition with speed-readers. it doesn't maner too much. But if you
are, nc1N or in the future, directly or indirectly, the disadvantage is and will be all the
greater for your being unaware of what good speed-reading does. In a 3-hour Session
I train students not only to read atleastlWice as quickly as they used 10, but also 10
concentrate and remember at exam times.
Phone 01-975239 for Details - JOE FOYLE
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Disabled
Students
It is the policy of the DIT Students Unions
that disabled students should not be excluded from participation in higher education on the grounds of admission technicalities. All students who are free from
disability should bear in mind the following
points at all times:
1. It is fundamental that the needs of the
disabled person should be met in the most
fundamental setting possible. The experience of integration has a
special and obvious importance in the area of education. Special should not
mean separate education.
2. A flexible approach and
interpretation of the existing system has often been
adequate to overcome the
problems encountered by
disabled students (e.g. a
Willingness to re-locate
particular classes to accommodate a wheelchairusing student). Desks etc., may need
adapting so that the student can easily
take notes or do other work. For the deaf
student the lecturer should be made aware
of the need to speak clearly so that the
student can lip read. Blind and partially
sighted students should be allowed to
tape-record lectures and arrangements
should be made, if necessary, for such
students to translate written notes into

braille. Health and safety policies should
acknowledge the special needs of students with disabilities. Such a positive
helpful attitude and approach should be
actively encouraged by the students
union, college authorities and Department
of Education.
3. It is the unconscious operation of prejudice and intolerance which is the greatest
barrier against the full and equitable integration of physically disabled people. The education system has a particular
responsibility to promote
the positive and welcoming
attitudes towards all members of the community - the
disabled and able-~ed
alike.
More Information:
If you would like any more
information on or for disabled students, you may
contact your Students
Union Welfare Officer, or:
National Council for the Blind, 10 Lr. Hatch
St., Dublin 2.
National Association for the Blind, 8 North
Great Georges St., Dublin 1.
Disabled Persons Action Group, P.O. Box
48, Waterford.
Sources of Financial Assistance:
The Department of Health provides a disabled person's maintenance allowance.
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Disabled persons maintenance allowance
is payable to health boards subject to
means test to disabled persons over 16
years and under 66 years who are substantially disabled.

Rates of Allowance:
The maximum weekly rate of allowance is
£41.55 (5th July 1985) per week. Allowances are also payable in respect of dependants at the following rates: Increase
for adult dependant
£23.60; First Child £8.35;
Second Child £9.55; Third
to Fifth Child £7.40; Sixth
and subsequent Children
£5.90

maintenance allowance you are entitled
toeach of the following:
(1) Free travel
(ii) Free electricity allowance
(iii) Free television allowance
(iv) Telephone rental allowance
(v) Vouchers under the free fuel scheme
(vi) Footwear for children.
(I) Free Travel
The Department of Social Welfare issues a
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How to Apply:
An application form for the
allowance is obtainable
from any Health Board
Office. The completed form
should be sent to the Chief
Executive Officer of the
health board for the area in
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which you normally reside.

Discontinuance of Allowance:
Where a person in receipt of an allowance
is admiUed to and maintained in an institution, payment may, at the discretion of the
health board, be continued for a period not
exceeding eight weeks from the date of
admission.

Other Concessions Available:
If you qualified for a disabled person's
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free travel pass to all persons in receipt of a disabled
persons maintenance alIow-ance. If you do no receive the free travel pass
you should notify your local
health board.
(11) Free electricity

allowance
To qualify for a free electricity allowance, you must be
a registered consumer of
electricity and must be living alone or with the follow-

ing classes or persons only:(a) A dependent wife,
(b) an invialid husband or other invalided
person who normally resided with you,
(c) dependent children 18 years or over
that age and attending school full-time.
In normal course you will receive an application form from the health board for
completion and return to your nearest ESB
office. The Department of Social Welfare

Disabled Students

will notify you as to your entidement.
(Ill) Free TV L1c1ence
If you have been awarded a free electricity
allowance you also qualify for a free television licence for a "black & white" receiver.
If you wish to obtain a licence for a colour
receiver you will be required to pay the
additional costs involved. The licence may
be obtained at the local post office on
production of the notification from the Department of Social Welfare
that you have been
awarded the allowance.
What can
Students
Unions do?
The most important aspect
of our campaign work relating to disabled students
should be getting disabled
students themselves involved. The importance of
listening to disabled students cannot be overstressed.

dents play an active part in the union. We
should encourage an education process
whereby these attitudes being to change
and this can be done through meetings or
days picled to highlight the problems. We
should also get involved with the wider
community and national campaigns for
disabled people's rights to ensure effective
change.
U.V.O.H.
The Union of Voluntary
Organisations for the
Handicapped (UVOH) is
the major co-ordinating
body of all the numerous
voluntary organisations
involved with disabled
people. Their offices are at
29 Eaton Square Monkstown, Co. Dublin (01)
809251. They will refer you
to groups who deal with
people with specific disabilities and are extremely
helpful.
NSB Directory
Another invauable reference document for
disabled people's organisations is the
"National Social Services Board Directory
of Voluntary Organisations, Social Service Agencies and other useful bodies".
Useful addresses for disabled students:
M.S. Ireland, 2 Sandymount Green, Dub-
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They know the problems. We can give
them every assistance we can but we are
not the people affected. The line between
helping disabled students and taking over
totally is very fine and we must be extremely cautious in our action.
Our main area of work will be involved in
representing disabled students where we
can - on college councils, at VEC level, etc.
We must also ensure that disabled stu-
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lin 4, TeI (01) 694599
Muscular Dystrophy Society of Ireland,
23 Rocwood, Stillorgan, Co Dublin, Tel
(01) 763118
National Association for the Deaf, 25
Lower Leesan Street, Dublin 2, TeI (01)
763118
National Association for Cerebral
Palsy, Sandymount School and Clinic,
Sandymount Ave, Dublin 4, Tel (01)

Bellindine, Co Mayo, Tel (094) 71629
Frledrlch Ataxia Society, 'San Martino',
Mart lane, Foxrock, Co Dublin, Tel (01)
894788
DyslexIa AssociatIon of Ireland, 37
Rathfamham Park, Dublin 14, Tel (01)
902214)
IrIsh AssociatIon for Spina BIfida and
HydrocephalUS, Ground Floor, Joseph
Plunkett Tower, Ballymun, Dublin 11, Tel

695355
National Council for the
Blind, Armitage House, 10
Lower Hatch Street, Dublin
2, Tel (01) 761007/767159
National League for the
Blind In Ireland, 35 Gardiner Place, Dublin 1, Tel
(01) 742792/ 745827
Rehabilitation Institute,
Roslyn Park, Sandymount,
Dublin 4, Tel (01) 688422
Schizophrenia Assoelatlon of Ireland, 4 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2, Tel (01) 761988
W.D.P.A.G., PO Box 20, Waterford, Tel
(051) 74365
Irish AssocIation of Speech therapists,
clo 29 eaton Square, Monkstown, Co
Dublin, TeI (01) 809251)
Asthma Society of Ireland, 24 Anglesea
Street, Dublin 2, Tel (01) 716551
Disabled
DrIvers
AssocIation,

(01) 421222
Asthma Society of Ireland, Irish Association of
Speech Therapists, PO
Box 1344, Dublin 4, Tel (01)
803142
Irish Epilepsy Assoc-Iatlon, 249 Crumlin Road,
Dublin 12, Tel (01) 516500
/516371
The lrlsh Haemophilia
Society, 9 Carrigmore
Drive, Aylesbury, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, Tel (01) 522555
Irish Kidney Association, 29 Eaton
Square, Monkstown, Co Dublin, Tel (01)
802551
Slobhan Callanan, I.W.H., Aras Chuchulain, Blackheath Drive, Clontarf, Dublin 3, Tel (01) 338241
Union of Students In Ireland (USI), 16
North Great Georges Street, Dublin 1, Tel
(01) 786366
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Substance
Abuse
The normal attitude to drugs in our society
is one which views them exclusively as
illegal stimulants and depressants. "expensive and dangerous". This attitude.
however, is maintained while accepting
the daily and, in many cases, excessive
use of alcolal, nicotine, anadin, and a thousand other "Iega'" stimulants and depressants. The medicine chest can in reality
often harbour more dangers than the
street dealer. Therefore we
should have broad appreciation of the definition and
potency of drugs of all
kinds, be they prescribed or
legally available.
We
should temper any analysis
with the caveat that all
drugs have the potential to
cause both mental and
physical side effects. The
likelihood is that you will will
be confronted with drugs at
some stage in your student
life, and whatever choice you make, you
owe it to yourself and others to at least be
informed on the subject. The objective of
this section is to do just that:
Inform you.
Drug Identification:

Cannabis:
This is the drug you are most likely to
encounter. Coming in various forms, it has
numerous popular names including :
"Draw, Dope, Weed, Hash". The latter is
usually reserved for the resin form of the
cannabis plant. Cannabis is eaten whole,
baked in cakes etc. however, the most
usual method of consumption is smoked in
the form of a self rolled cigarette or "joint".
Although common-place at
many social gathering
nowadays,
cann-abis
should not be taken lightly.
If abused or over-used it
can have a severely disorienting affect on the individual, both physically and
psychologically.
Certain
individuals are especially
vulnerable, induding those
suffering from epilepsy and
heart disease. Suffice to
say that its potency should
not be underestimated.
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(l)

Hallucinogens

These are loosely defined as drugs which
give rise to vision distortion and/or hallucinations. The main ones are as follows:
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Inhalel'lls:
Evaporating substances such as glue.
shoe conditioners, deaning fluid and so
on, while not strictly qualifying as drugs,
are in increasing use. Normally sniffed,
they produce a combination of illusions
and hallucinations, coupled with possible
long term damage to liver, bone marrow
and kidneys. While not induding physical

dependence, an overdose could have very
serious affects.

Other hallucinogens in common use indude Psiocybin or "magic mushrooms".
Often dried for increased potency, the effectiveness tends to be related to the
amount taken, although not always.

pep:
A relatively new hallucinogen is "angel
dust" or Phencyclidine (PC). It is almost
always sold as something else, because
of its bad reputation. Large doses create
loss of memory, delirium, convul-sions,
lasting up to two weeks after use.

(2) Stimulant.
Stimulants tend to make the individual
more active in mind and body. Temporarily
the affect of tiredness is alleviated and one
experiences an initial feeling of alertness
and confidence. They are
used both in isolation and in
an effort to counter the affects of another drug. The
psychological dependence on stimulants, even
seemingly harmless ones
like Caffeine, is quite high,
and some people find
themselves needing the
stimulant in regular doses
to get them through the
day.

LSD:
Another sub group of the
hallucinogens is LSD.
Much has been written
about the "trip" which users
experience from its use.
This normally consists of a
series of hallucinations with
varying degrees of sensory
distortion. Taken in microdot form, "acid" can produce a broad spectrum of
responses. In other words,
there are good trips and
bad trips. The point that
should be made is that LSD does not
enduce a standard or predictable response from the user, and for the unfortunate the bad trip can be very harrowing
indeed. One aspect of acid which has
received great exposure is the flashback:
Le. an unexpected recurrence of the trip or
elements of the trip, without further use of
the drug.
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Other Hallucinogen.:

Amphetemlne.:
Amphetemines, viz. Benzedrine, Dexedrine, Purple Hearts etc, although not
overty prominent on the Irish market, an
extremely potent. They have the affect of
accelerating the system, leaving the user
disoriented and irritable as the affects wear
off.

Slimming drug.:
Slimming drugs like Ponderax and Tenuate are also stimulants which have a high
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Substance Abuse

psychological dependence.

Cocaine:
Cocaine has become an expensive and
pre'falent drug within certain circles in lreland. Usually in the form of white powder,
it is sniffed into the nostril having first been
spread out in a thin line. Hence a "line" of
cocaine.
(3) Sedltayes
These drugs are taken with the expects-

malinfluences on the body organs viz. liver
, kidneys etc. The alcohol addiction rate in
Ireland is very high, affecting our performance at work, study and in numerous other
areas of day to day ~ving. The situation is
not helped by the non admission of many
alcoholics that a problem exists.
Strong Painkiller.:
This group of drugs includes the opiates
such as heroin, morphine and pethidine.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

tion of slowing down the
mind and body. This group
includes the highly addictive Barbit-urates, whick
can be lethal especially
when mixed with alcohol.
Sedatives in general invite
dependence, and harbour
a great threat to the individual if taken in over1arge
doses. Withdrawal can be
just as severe as that experienced on Heroin.
Alcohol:
Alcohol is probably the best known sedative in the world, and little needs to be said
about its potency if abused. In moderation
it can be a pleasant social "ice breaker".
Heavy drinking can leave one in a sensory
haze, with reaction speech and agility all
being impaired. Personality changes can
often be experienced by the heaby drinker,
and behabious can be dramatically a1tered. Alcohol also has well documented

Opium is the source of all
these drugs. All exhibit
high or mederate physical
dependence characteristics, and many invite the
use of a needle. The euphoric drowsiness which
the user experiences,
gradually requires more
and more of the drug for its
achievement, signaling the
inevitable creation of a
"habit", or addiction. The
urge to avoid withdrawal
symptoms impels the user to take ever
increasing doses, inevitably leading to the
danger of overdose. There are major
dangers in relation to the content of these
drugs also, given that they usually emanate from the dealer on the street whose
main motive is profit. Therefore it is not
uncommon to find talcum powder or similar
mixed into drugs in question just to bring up
the weight. This impure mixture can have
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bad side effects, and in extreme cases
could lead to death. Dirty needles can lead
to abscesses, blood poison-ing, hepatitis,
and infection of the heart valves. Heroin is
obvious-Iy the one which has received a lot
of media exposure, however the others are
all potentiall very addictive and lethal.
Useful Dps on First Aid;
The person suffering ill effects from drugs
needs to be helped, and handled, with both
a sympathetic ear and a
practical head. There are
certain useful pointers
which should be remembared. Upon identifying the
danger one should.
1. Seek medical help immediately if it is practical to

smoked, injected, orally etc?
(c) How long since the drug was taken?
(d) Did they mix it with alcohol or some
other drug. If so, which drug?
All these questions might be more coherently answered by a third person who has
been in the person's company.
4. If unconscious you should place the
person in the normal first aid recovery
posture, ensur-ing ease of breathing and
loosening tight clothing,
ties, belts, etc.
All the above are important
in ensuring the quick diagnosis and treatment of the
person in question. The
person should lastly be
constantly observed and

do so.
2. Attempt, if the need
arises, to diffuse any anxiety or tension the person
may exhibit. Do not leave
them alone if possible.
3. Try to get as muchi information from
them as possible regarding:
(a) What drug they have taken?
(b) What quantity and in what form, e.g.

accompanied, as especially
with an hallucinogen like
LSD they could do themselves physical damage in
addition to the anxiety they
might experience.
Remember at all stages that drug related
problems can be very serious if not immediately attended to by expert personnel, so
seek medical help immediately.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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FREE PROFESSIONAL CONFIDENTIAL WELFARE COUNSELLING
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STUDENTS UNION FOR DETAILS
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Going to College?
Get together wIth a rodent Officer and make
the m ney go round.
Get a £5 voucher when y u open an account.
Use It to get a tudent card or whatever you like.
Get a Free BANKLI K card, gIVing y U acce
to your account through BANKLlNK machine,
at ny AIB hranch Cllunter (Multi· Branch Banking),
and In shop, department tores, and petrol tatlllns
(In· tore Bankllnk).
Get a Free Cheque Book.
Get Free Banking.
Get a tudent Loan for fees, expen e or travel.
Get a 3ving Account, and earn attractive mtere t.
Go for AIB and get gOing.

COLLEGE

College of Marketing & De 19n,
Mountjoy Sq.
College of Commerce, Rathmines
College of Technology, Kevin St.

STUDENTO~C~RANCH

Freda Gray, (37, O'Connell Street)

Liam O'Carroll, (Lr. Rathmines Rd.)
Monica Conboy, (Sth. Richmond St.)
Vivian Pee]o, (Mary Street I
College of Technology, Bolton St.
John Garren, (Carr;1 Street!
College of Catering, Cathal Brugha St. Freda Gray, (37, 0 Connell Street)
College of Music, Chatham Row.
Gerry Murtagh, (64, Grafton Street)

!

(A) Allied Irish Bank
,_/
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Tenants' Rights
Remember: While the following is useful
and accurate information, always seek
further expert advice before tackling any
problems that may arise with your tennancy. Check first with your Students
Union Welfare Officer, who will put you in
touch with whoever can help you.
Receipt.:
Make sure you get a rent book in which all
payments are recorded. Insist on a receipt
for any deposits or
money" paid by you, particuarly if the deposit is retumable. If the landlord
does not provide a rent
book or receipts he is
probably dodging tax. Butit
also means you have no
I'
proof of any agreement. If
this happens, pay your rent
and deposit etc. by cheque
to use as legal proof of payment.
Privacy:
All tenants have a statutory right to quiet
and peaceful possession as long as they
pay the renl. Nobody (including the landlord) has the right to enter your flat without
permission. Anyone there without permission is trespassing and you have the right
to have himlher removed.
Conditions and Maintenance:
You are entitled to the conditions agreed
when taking the flat. If, for example, central

heating is included in the rent, the landlord
is not entitled to cut it off or reduce the
amount supplied. If facilities are promised
but are not supplied, the landlord is in
breach of contract and you would be entitled to a rent reduction. If the heating,
cooking etc. appliances break down
through normal usage, the landlord is responsible for repairs. Dublin Corporation
have bye-laws for houses let in llats.
Check them and report any
breaches to the Sanitary
Services Department at 56
Dame Street, Dublin 2.
Rent Increase.:
Generally, the landlord can
increase the rent at will. If
you have a written lease
this may not be possible. It
depends on the terms of the
agreement. If you refuse to
pay the rent increases, the
landlord will have to give
you "Notice to Quir.
Tenancy Agreement.:
Before signing such agreements, read the
terms carefully. The terms of such an
agreement govern your contract and you
are bound by them. You should not sign
any tenancy agreement without seeking
legal advice. It is always advisable to get
the landlord to sign a tenancy agreement
as it can eliminate hassles and leave both
parties sure of their position.

"key!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Tenants'Rights

Court Orders I "Notice to Quit"
Once you are in lawful possession of any
dwelling you can only be evicted by the
landlord obtaining a Court Order. The
service and expiry of a "Notice to Quit"
does not oblige you to vacate the premises.
Health, Safety and Fire Regulations:
Where lack of mainten-ance constitutes a
danger to your health, inform the local
authority who will send an
inspector to investigate the
complaint and may prosecute the landlord. Each
local authority has byelaws covering health and
fire precautions, so do not
hesitate to check these at
the local council office.
Electricity and Gas:
Slot meters are installed in
many flats for gas and electricity. You should ensure
that the gas supply is in
your name (otherwise the landlord may
take the refund due to you) and that the
electricity meter is fixed at the correct setting and has not been tampered with by the
landlord. Check the setting with the ESB.
Insurance:
You are strongly advised to take out a
policy to insure the contents of your flat
against theft or damage, since this is not
the landlord's responsibility.

Remember:
1. The Notice to Quit must be a formal
written document served personally on the
tenant.
2. If the Notice to Quit validly terminates
the tenancy and is validly served, any
tenant who stays on after its expiration
runs the risk of having to pay costs incurred
by the landlord in obtaining a Court Order.
3. The tenant, if slhe remains to plead the
Court Order, will have to
continue paying "means
rates' (equivalent to the
amount of rent).
4. Usually the court order
does not order the tenant to
pay landlord's costs. All a
tenant has to lose by waiting in possession until a
Court Order is obtained are
any legal costs which he!
she may incur.
5. It is possible to obtain
free legal aid to enable you
to fight a Court Order.
6. If the Court finds for the landlord shelhe
cannot remove you from the premises,
shelhe must arrange for bailiffs (county
sheriff) to do it. You can drag out the
process of legal eviction by lodging an
appeal against the court decision. All in all
the process of legal eviction will take a
minimum of 8 weeks to complete and can
be anything up to 6 months. This gives you
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time to look for a new flat or finishe you exams before moving out.
Rent:
Rent should be paid when it is due. Once
you stop paying rent, you put yourself in a
position where a landlord can gain possession because of a breach of covenant. If a
"Notice to Quit" has been served and the
landlord refuses to accept any further rent,
pay it into a bank account and mark it for
rent - it saves paying in in
bulk after the case is
settled. Never withhold rent

must decide as a matter of fact on the evidence. The advantage of a Written Agreement is that the terms by way of rights and
obliations are clearly laid down for both
parties and the period of such tenancy is
determined in advance.
Where there is such a Written Agreement
there will also generally be provision that
the tenancy can only be terminated by the
failure of either one of the parties to 00serve the terms of the Contract and where a valid
Notice to Determine the

as a bargaining strategy by not paying it you lose
your rights to tenancy.
Types of LAndlord I Tenant Agreement.:
The two main types of
agreement between Iandlord and tenant are
(a) Written Contract known
as a lease
(b) Oral Tenancy or Tenancy at Will.
The differences between them speak for
themselves.
What kind of cover doe. an Informal
agreement give the tenant?
An oral Contract of Tenancy is as good as
a Written Contract of Tenancy with regard
to the general rights and obligations of a
tenant. Where there is a dispute as to the
terms of the an oral agreement the court

tenancy has been issued
and served. Where the
tenancy is not in writing the
length of the tenancy will be
determined generally by
the Court by looking at the
mode of payment of rent.
Thus if rent is paid each
week the tenancy will be
construed as a weekly tenancy affording the tenant
the right to one week's notice to quit to
determine the said tenancy.
What defence ha. a tenant In an Infor"
mal agreement?
Should a landlord decide to end a tenancy
which is not in Writing and has served a
valid Notice to Quit, the tenant has no
defence with regard to termination of the
Agreement. All other rights as would exist
under the normal landlord and tenant rela-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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IRISH PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY
YOUR LOCAL MANAGERS ...

Artane: John Pitcher - Baggot Street: Peter Duffy
and Heber O'Farrell (Asst) - Balbriggan: David
O'Connor - Ballyfermot: Martin gavin - Blackrock:
Kevin Kenny - Blanchardstown: Michael Lowth Campden Street: Gerard Hiney - Clanbrassil
Street: Hugh Clarke - Clondalkin: Charles
Spillane - Coolock: John O'Leary - Crumlin:
Michael Downes - Dallkey: Michael Fitzsimons Dame Street: Des Roche - Donnybrook:
Niall McMeneman - Dorset Street: Pat Hickey Drumcondra: Geoff Curran - Dondrum:
David Guinane - Dun Laoighaire: Gerard
OToole, Gerry O'Donoghue, Aidan Murray
Fairview: Blair Hughes - Grafton Street:
Philip Mongan -Inchicore: Niall MurphyKimmage: Heber O'Farrel -Liffey Street:
Ciaran McCarney-Lucan:William Behan Malahide:Des Ryan -O'Connell Street: Paul
Keenan-Phibsboro: David Brown - Prussia St:
Ed Prunty - Portmarnock: P.J. O'Sullivan Raheny: Dick Hooper - Ranelagh: Frank
Kenny - Rathgar: Michael Farrell- Rathmines:
Michael McCarthy- Rathfarnhan: J.V. Costello Rush: Martin O'Brien - St. Stephen's Gr:
Martin O'Brien Peter O'Brien - Sandymount:
Geraldine French - Shankill: Tom Brick Skerries:Shay Kelly -Stillorgan:
Malcolm Magrath, Eamonn Walsh -Swords:
Sean Kirwan -Tallaght: Pairig Martin -Terenure:
Frank Moroney- Walkinstown: David O'Nei11.
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Tenants' Rights
tionship exist for a tenant In an Oral Agreement situation.

It Is advisable to have a formallandlordl
tenant agreement?
It is always advisable to have a formal or
written Agreement as this delineates
clearly the lease and the condition upon
which the lease can be terminated. It
avoids and gets rid of the situation in which
tenants are basically subjected to the will
of the landlord and where
their tenancy can be terminated by a simple Notice to
Quit without reason.

Can a landlord demand a
deposit where there Is an
Informal
agreement
only?
A landlord is entitled to

tents. The landlord, therefore, is entitled to
retain the deposit where this agreement
has been contravened. However, where a
deposit is paid for the purposes of securing
the safety of the contents the landlord is not
entitled to retain the deposit purely to make
good wear and tear in the flat. Thus he
would not be entitled to redocorate the flat
at the end of the tenancy at the cost of the
tenants deposit, unless severe damage
has been caused to the
decorations in the flat beyond what is known as fair
wear and tear. To define
wear and tear, depends on
the facts in each case - decided ultimately by a court,
if it goes that far.
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Is there any Independent
arbitration available on
matters of disputes?

demand what he likes from
a tenant and is subject only
to a tenant agreeing or disagreeing to pay it. There
used to be a practice in
which "key money" was
demanded for tenants to secure the flat.
This has now been made unlawful and the
idea of deposit has replaced it.

No, but in some leases the
parties can agree on an
independent arbitrator e.g.
a representative of the Law
Society or the Auctioneers and Valuers'
Association. Ultimately, the only other arbitrator in a dispute is the Court.

When can a landlord withhold a d.
posit?

What notice to quit Is a landlord obliged
to give a tenant?

Only in circumstances that have been
expressly agreed upon between the parties prior to the payment of the deposit.
The normal reason for paying deposit is to
secure the salety of the flat and its con-

A landlord is obliged to give a Notice to Quit
as required (a) by the written agreement
or (b) as determined by the payment of
rent. Thus if rent is paid weekly, a one
week's Notice to Ouit is required.
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Does the tenant have the right of ap- Are tenants entitled to Invite friends to
stay overnight In their flat?
peal?
The only process is to refuse to leave the
TenanlS are again entided to invite anytenancy and bring an obligation upon the one they feel like to stay in their flat subject
lanclord 10 seek a Court Order by way of 10 any other prior condition imposed in the
Ejectment Proceedings. These can be agreement, whether written or oral, by the
defended by the tenant if the Notice is landlord and agreed to by the tenant
insufficient or invalid at lay. This leaves Is co-habltatlon legal?
open risk of being properly evicted by the Co-habitation is not illegal and never can
landlord but you can apply for an injunc- be.
tion issued against the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can the landlord enquire
Ianclord forcing himlher
Into your private life?
not to re-enter the flat durThe landlord has no right to
ing the proceedings. An inenquire into a tenanrs private life and this should
junction does not issue as
never be done as it is someof right and is subject to the
disaetion of the Court.
times used by landlords to
Can a landlord forbid a
intimidate tenanlS in the
party?
future as and where disA landlord has no right to
putes may arise.
forbit anything being held
Is a landlord entitled to
give a tenant notice to
by the tenant in the flat
provided that it does not
quit over mattera of this
amount 10 a breach of any
sort?
A landlord is entided to give
prior agreement between
the parties or interfere with the peaceful Notice to Quit for no reason or any reason.
enjoyment of the neighbours. Thus if a Once a Notice is valid, that ends the tenlandlord makes it a strict tenn of any letting ancy.
that no party should take place without his Remember:
prior consent or knowledge then the ten- If you are taking private rented accommoant has a right to forbit parties. Otherwise, dation it is best that you get a fonnallease
a tenant is entitled 10 the peaceful enjoy- signed by the landlord and yourself. This
ment of the dwelling without undue inter- would solve a lot of problems faced by the
tenant securing hislher tenancy.
ference from the landlord.
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Overseas Students
from the ICOS office. ICOS - the Irish
Council for Overseas Students - advise
married students to arrive in advance of
their families and secure suitable accommodation. Flats for families tend to cost
more per week or month than those for
single people.

Ireland plays host to approximately 2000
overseas students from 106 nations.
Undergrauduates represent 81% of all
overseas students participating in full-time
third level education. The majority of them
are privately funded. They are concentrated mainly in the areas of medicine,
engineering , technology and science.
The majority of these students seek to
acquire qualifications in fields that have a
practical applic-ation in the
development of the social,
economic and natural resources of their home
country.

Types of Accommodla·
tlon Available:

1. Flats/Bedsitters
2. Family Lodging

I.C.O.S•• The Irish Council for Oversea.
Students:
The Irish Council for Overseas Students

!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

=

was established in 1970, to
look after the needs and
promote the interests of
overseas students in Ireland. The Council provides
advice on issues such as
Aliens regulations, education and accommodation.
Students ex-periencing
personal or social difficulties during their period of
study in Ireland are welcome to contact the Council at the following address:
4 t Morehamption Road, Dublin 4. Tel: 01605313 or 605233.

FORUM

Yearbook
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As a general rule, students
choose self-catering accommodation Le. flats and
bedsitters.
The former
consists of one room with
own cooking facilities - perhaps sharing
kitchen and bathroom. Lodging with a
family consists of a single room in a family
house. The householder usually provides
breakfast and an evening meal, and all
meals on Saturdays and Sundays.

Hostels:
There are very few, particularly for male
students and generally they are full. Addresses of hostels available on request

Alien. RegUlations:
Overseas students arriving in Ireland are
subject to the rules governing entry of aliens. Students are advised to contact the
nearest Irish Diplomatic or Consular Office
or write to: The Consular Section, Department of Foreign Affairs, SI. Stephens
Green, Dublin 2. Ireland.
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Services provided by
The Irish Family Planning Association
IFPA Family Planning Centre
5/7 Cathal Brugha street. Dublin 1. Tel: 727363
IFPA Family Planning Centre.
59 Synge street. Dublin 8. TeI: 682420
Comprehensive Medical Contraceptive service. condom supplies.
Womens Health Service. sexual difficulties counselling.
students welcome.

IFPA Information &Education Department
Provides leanets. speakers on Family Planning. courses
In sex education and general advice on contraception.
Contact:
Jon O·Brlen. Information/Youth Officer.
15 Mountjoy Square. Dublin 1Tel: 740723

A.C.T.S.
Confidential telephone service
(Saturdays 1-5 p.m.) (01) 740723. 744133. 729574.
Telephone service by and for young people giving factual
Information/advice on contraception. VD.. pregnancy.
sexuality.

IFPA Bookcentre
15 Mountjoy Square. Dublin 1. Tel: 364533
Provides a wide selection of books on sexuality. contraception. womens health etc.
Postal price list available.

IFPA Postal Service
15 Mountjoy Square. Dublin 1. Tel: (01) 744133
Condoms. spermicides. lubricants available by post.
Contact above for price list.
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Overseas Students
N.B. Students are not allowed, under
Department of Justice regulations, to take
full-time or casual work while resident as
students in Ireland.
Reglstretlon with Depertment of Jus·
tlce:
All students must register with the Aliens
Office, Dublin Castle, within three months
of their arrival in Ireland. Please bring four
passport photographs.
Reglstretlon with Irish
Council for Oversees
Students:
It is recommended to all
overseas students to register with the Council Officer as soon as possible
after arrival. This is particularly helpful in a time of
emergency when relatives
or friends urgently require
to contact students. Also,
the office issues a regular
newsletter.
Orgenl..tlons of Speclel Interest to
Oversees Students:
Mslsy./a Hall, 31 Leason Park, Dublin 6.
Tal: 01-604738. This is a centre for Malaysian students. For further details, apply to
the Resident Warden.

USIT- Union of Students in Ireland Travel:
Students can join USIT and procure an
International Student'S Identity Card thus
ensuring oonsiderable reductions on air
travel, local monthly bus/train commuter
tickets, discount in listed shops, hotels and
restaurants etc. For further details regarding membership, please apply to USIT, 7
Tel: 01Anglesea Street, Dublin 2.
n81171778112.
The/./amlc Centre ofIreland, 7 Harrington Street,

FORUM
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The Ov.,..... In.tltute for Community
Development run a oourse for students
each year in community development.
Apply to ICOS office for further details.

Dublin 8. Tel: 01-723572.
The Centre is run by the
Dublin Islamic Society, a
predominantly student
population.

IrI.h Council for Over.... Studenr..

The Irish Council for Overseas Students is a professional advisory service
available to all overseas
students. Advice and assistance is also available to Irish firms and
institutes involved in the education/training
of overseas students. The Council which
was established 13 years ago has its
centre at 41 Morehampton Road, Dublin 4.
The Council officers serve overseas students throughout Ireland. The Council is
composed of representatives of Irish thirdlevel institutes, churches, semi-state bodies and voluntary organisations.
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- and much more
Open an account with Northern Bank
(Irel?'1d) Limited and we'll give you one
of our exclusive travel bags absolutely FREE.
That's not all!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalised cheque book and Autocheque card.
Special student overdraft facilities.
Commission FREE travel funds.
FREE advice booklet on completion of Deed of Covenant.
FREE Money Management Guide.
FREE Banking - as long as you stay in credit.

Ask for full details of our Student Package now!

~\ Northern Bank

\1]) (Ireland)LiRlited
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FOR ADVICE ON EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

COVENANTS - BORROWINGS - SAVINGS

TAXATION ADVICE BUREAU
Eagle House
The Angle, Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Tel962542

PRE NANT

THE
EXCHANGE
BOOKSHOP

IF YOU HAVE SEX STANDING UP

YOU CAN GET PREGNANT
THE FIRST TIME YOU DO IT
YOU CAN GET PREGNANT

LTD.

IF YOU DO IT DURING YOUR PERIOD

42 CASTLE ST., DALKEY.

YOU CAN GET PREGNANT
EVEN IF HE IS 'CAREFUL'

open 9.30 am to 6.00 pm
Monday to Saturday
Tel 853805

All ..IVlce. 8re completely confidential
SlngIooICoupl..,...Ie/F....1o • AI Wolcomo

~

crvi:1k
QJ;.

O'op

FAMilY PLANNING CENTRE

"J

:=~(only)

• 50% credit given on returned
books, new or secondhand
against further purchases

lpmto5pm

:=~Du~8

(011 Camdtn $I.)

• we can order individual
new books for purchase
with credit.

TIIIp/Iont 882420

30% Discount
tor $ludont CIIrd Holdor.
Undo' 23 v.... 01 Age
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section four

ents
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YOU DESERVE THE BEST
YOU CAN FIND IT IN NAFTILOS
NAFTILOS DRESS HIRE
DAWSON STREET
(BESIDE THE MANSION HOUSE)
TEL 616707
82

Going Out
CITY CENTRE CINEMAS
Adelphl
M. Abbey St, 01 (730443) - £3.50, late
shows £3.60, children & senior citizens
£1.50 all shows. All seats before 5pm.
£2
Ambassador
Parnell Sq. 01(787530) £3 (stalls), £3.50
(pullman), £4, (balcony) late shows £4.
All seats £2 before 6.3Opm.
Cameo
M. Abbey St. 01 (730249) £3 (£2 before
5.30 pm.)
Carlton
Upr O'Connell St, 01 (732609) - £3.50,
late shows £3.70, children & senior
citizens £1.50 all shows. All seats before
5pm £2
Curzon
M Abbey St, 01 (730438) £3.50. All
seats £2 before 6pm.
Green
St Stephens Green, 02 (751753)
Odeon
Eden Quay, 01 (744611) £3.50 children
& senior citizens £1.50. All seats £2
afternoons.
Savoy
Upr O'Connell St, 01 (748487)£3.50, late
shows £4, senior citizens £1.50 all
shows. All seats £2 before 6.30 pm.
Screen
College St, 02 (714988) £3.50, children
& senior citizens £1.50 all shows. All
seats £2 before 6.3Opm

CINEMAS IN THE SUBURBS
Classic
Haralds Cross Rd, 06 (975324) £2.50
Forum
Glasthule, Dun laoghaire (809574)
£2.50, children & senior citizens £1.50.
Grand
IFairview, 03 (332454), Matinees £2,
children £1, Evenings £2.50
Ormonde
Stillorgan Plaza (831144) £2.50, children
& senior citizens £1.30
Royal
Bray (860816) £2.50
Stella
Rathmines Rd, 06 (971281) £2.50.
children & senior citizens £ 1.30
LIVE MUSIC VENUES
An Beal Bacht Charlemount St 02
(755614)
Anna Uvla Fleet St 02 (779393)
Baggot Inn Baggot St 02 (761430)
Barge 42 Charlemont St 02 (751869)
Brazen Head Bridge St 08 (779549),
Bruxellea Harry St 02 (778731)
Cathedral Club Christchurch Cathedral
02 (795452),
Dublin Underground Dame St 02,
Grattan Capel St 01 (733049)
Harcourt Hotel Harcourt St 02
(752013),
Hawklna Hawkins St 02 (712019),
Hughes' Chancery St 07 (746954),
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New Directions at the
Abbey Theatre
There are interesting developments at the Abbey Theatre for students, both
as individuals and as members of a group. Very attractive group rates for
theatre tickets have been introduced with the added bonus that the organiser
has a free ticket. Rates apply Monday to Saturday, November to May - other
theatres prease copy I The special student stand-by ticket (£4) continues
throughout the year, though the word from the Abbey is that with both Abbey
and Peacock theatres doing capacity business the number is strictly limited.
Tours of the Theatre (1.15 - 2.15 p.m.) take place every Wednesday and
Thursday, advance booking essential. It's a great opportunity to see the
backstage scene, quite an eye opener that so many people work towards
putting on the shows. It makes you aware of job opportunities not only for
actors, directors and designers, but for carpenters, electricians, accountants
and administration people.

TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS
The series of technical workshops - Theatre-in-the-Making' - planned for Saturday mornings in the Peacock Theatre (Sat. 10th Oct. - Sal. 7th Nov 1987)
cover a wide range of theatre activities. Light and Sound (17th Oct) and
Acting and Video (24th Oct), look like two particularly interesting sessions.
Get in touch with the Abbey for details of the series. Miriam Doyle is the girl
to talk to, not only about the workshops, but about going to see shows,
arranging tours and talks. To date she has had director Ben Barns, designer
Bronwen Casson and playwright Bernard Farrell talking to groups. She tells
us that the great John B. Keane has agreed to talk to a group and Hugh
Leonard, whose MADIGAN'S LOCK is the Abbey'S 1987 Dublin Theatre
Festival show, may be persuaded to do a talk too - it there is a demand.

LUNCHTIME PERFORMANCES
The Abbey Entertains' gives groups the opportunity of 'hiring' anyone of the
four shows for lunchtime or evening performances throughout the year Earnon Kelly, Maureen Toal, Maire O'Neill, and Patrick Laffan are just some
of the actors involved. There is also a 15 minute tape and slide presentation
- 'The Abbey Today and Yesterday' - available to groups.
We've probably missed out a few other Abbey enterprises. But talk to Miriam
at the Abbey (Tel.: 748741). She'll tell you all.
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Going Out
International Bar Wicklow 5t 02
(779250)
Johan'. Bar Leopardstown Racecourse,
Co Dublin (895641),
Lower Deck Portobello Harbour 08
(75142)
McGonagle. 5th Anne 5t 02,
Meeting Place Dorset 5t 01 (309172)
Mont Clare Hotel Clare 5t 02 (616799)

Music Maker Exchequer 5t 02
National Concert Hall Earlsford Tee 02
(711888)
National Stadium 5th Circular Rd 08
(533371),
0' Donoghue'a Merrion Row 02
(607194),
Pat Egan'. Backstage Bar Essex
5t 02 (775482)

SPECIAl.
STUDENT
STANDBY
tiPPER-Ell

fI
ABBEY

PEACOCK

Theatres
Ticket. AS AVAILABLE on night
f,om 7pm et AbbeyIPeecock llox Office
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"The Gate has become Dublin's most successful theatre" - Sunday Tribune.
Over the post four years, the Gate has produced 0 programme 01 exciting and
innovative theatre and has won notional and International acclaim. Its pr<;>duclions
hove been awarded for their exceptionally high standard of acting: design and
direction, and the Gate has been invited to tour on four continents.
Student discount subject to availability. For further information
please phone 744045.
R )~,

q

74404 S ( pd' l

J'

I

746042

The Gate Theatre
The Gate Theatre was founded in 1928 and became internationally famous in
the '40s and 'SOs under the direction of Micheal MacLiammoir and Hilton
Edwards. Over a period of fifty years, their experimentation with european
styles and their productions of overseas plays won them respect and large
audiences at home and abroad.
More recently, the Gate has re-emerged as one of Dublin's most successful
theatres, drawing capacity audiences and winning much critical acclaim. In a
little over three years, the Gate has had over SO opening nights, transferred
plays to larger venues and has toured to Paris, London, Edinburgh,l Bari,
Brussels, Amsterdam and Jerusalem.
In addition to presenting such top-class international procuctions as Steven
Berkoff's Decadence, The CoIombaioni Brothers and the original production
of The Island, highlights of the Gate's own productions over the last three
years includ The Recruiting Officer (George Farguhar), Juno and the Paycock
(Sean O'Casey), Innocence (Frank McGuinness), Uncle Vanya (Anton
Chekhov) and The Importance of Being Earnest (Oscar Wilde).
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Going Out
Portobello Portobello Bridge D8
(752715)
Rathmlnes Inn Rathmines Rd D6
(978216)
SFX Centre 21 Upr Sherrard St D1
(741775),
Slattery'. Capel St D1 (727971),
Speakea.y Club Temple Lane D2,
Wexford Inn Wexford St D2 (751588)

THEATRES
Olympia
Dame Street D2 (778962)
Peacock
Lower Abbey Street D1 (787222)
Gaiety
South King Street D2 (771717)
Gate
Cavendish Row D1 (744045)

LOOK GREAT
ON ALL OCCASIONS
IT'S AS EASY AS
1

WEDDINGS/DRESS HIRE Perfect fit everytime.

2

3

READY MADE SUITS Leaders in fashion

By our handcrah tailors
AND 4 SAME DA Y ALTERA TlONS AND REMODELLING
MADE TO MEASURE

Des Breathnach
HANDCRAFT TAILORING

LORD'S GENTS OUTFITTERS
19 PARLIAMENT ST. BESIDE CAP EL ST. BRIDGE DUBLIN 2
TELEPHONES 777844 719432

STUDENTS GRADUA nON BALLS DRESS HIRE A SPECfAUTY
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Official Accredited
Theatre Ticket
Agents

BORZA
Self Service Restaurant
& Take-Away

EDWARDS Bc
EDWARDS

IN BUSINESS OVER 30 YEARS
4 ASTON QUAY, DUBLIN 2.

TELEPHONE: 771498
Sandwiches - Home-made Soup
Salads - Burgers - Grills & Frys
Tea & Coffee - Ice Cream
Banana Split

THEATRE TICKET
AGENTS
DUBLIN, LONDON &
NEW YORK

NEWSAGENT
Sweets - Fruit - Cigaarettes
Vintage Poster & Magazine Shop
01 Dublin

4 WESTBURY MALL,
DUBLIN 2.
TEL: 794599

HOURS OF BUSINESS:

·9.30. I.m.• 7.00 p.m.
(Closed Sunday)

THE PINK BICYCLE
Restaurant
ON THE BALCONY
TEL: 794064

CEIRNINI CLADAI
CLADDAGH
RECORDS
THE ONLY SPECIAUSTS

• Full Irish Breakfast from
7.45 a.m. A great way
to start the day.
• Morning SpecialTea or Coffee and a
Homemade Cake
• 3 Course Lunch - choice
from 8 different dishes
• Afternoon Tea - spoil
yourself I

Traditional, Folk, International,
Blues, Country, Bluegrass,
Zydeoo and much more.

MUSIC WITH ROOTS
2 CECIUA STREET,
DUBUN2

Opening Hours :
12 - 5.30 p.m.
Phone:n0262

Good Food, Good service
eest Value!
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Going Out
ProJect Arts Centre

Central Library

30 east Essex Street 02
(712321 )

ILAC Centre 01 (734333)

Community & Youth Information
Centre

Abbey Theatre
Lower Abbety Street 01 (787222)

Sackville Hse, Sackville PI.

Centre For The
Performing Arts

Combrldge Fine Arts
Suffolk St 02 (n 4652)
Davls Gallery

39 Lower Ormond Quay 01
(734587)

VISUAL ARTS

Annabel Bowen Gallery
33 Kildare St. 02 (611740)

Bank of Ireland Exhibition Hall
Lr Baggot St 02 (615744)

11 Capel St 01 (726969)

Douglas Hyde Gallery
Trinity College 02 (n2941 ext 1116)
Dublin Art Foundry
3a Rostrevor Tee. off Grand Canal St 02
Gallery of Photography
37/39 Wellington Quay 02 (714654)

CHAPTERS BOOKSHOP
21 WICKLOW ST.,
DUBLIN 2.
TELEPHONE 688328
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF SECOND
HAND BOOKS AND GREAT SELECTION
OF NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE.
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Hendrlks Gallery
119 St Stephen's Green 02 (756062)

Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery
Parnell Sq 01 (741903)

LLOYD 5'

.

REAL
HAND ROLLING
TOBACCO
SMOKING CAUSES HEART DISEAS
Government Warning

Going Out
Powerscourt Gardens
Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow
Projects Arts Centre
E Essex SI 02 (712321)
Temple Bar Gallery
Temple Bar Studios 4-8 Temple Bar 02
(710073)

Marlay Craft Courtyard
Rathfarnham 014
National Gallery
Merrion Sq 02 (615133)
Mon-Sa110am - 6pm.
Peacock Theatre Foyer
Lr Abbey SI 02 (748741)

FORUM
The Magazine of the OIT Students Unions
NEWS AND VIEWS FROM THE DIT
AND BEYOND
WHAT YOU WANT TO READ
(AND WHAT SOME PEOPLE
DONT WANT YOU TO READ)
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS - CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
ENTERTAINMENTS - NEWS

Free of charge every month
through your local Oil Students Union
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BUSINESS
& FINANCE
It all begins with an idea ...

Discover the stories behind the people who began
with an idea. Discover, in Business & Finance,
the world of marketing, innovation, technology,
economics, management, industrial relations
and enterprise. You are the entrepreneur of tomorrow
and tomorrow's people arereading
Business & Finance today. Are you ?
BUSINESS & FINANCE IS AVAILABLE IN THE DIT
STUDENTS UNION SHOPS
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Staying In
MAGAZINES

Maglll
Monthly, current affairs and sport
Hot Press
Fortnightly, music news and current
affairs, humour
In Dublin
Fortnightly, whars on guide, current
afairs, humour

FORUM: Club lemon .. you're
seen as hard edged, bitter sweet,
non conformist among your
followers. Are these essentially
the qualities behind your appeal?
CLUB LEMON: For a start, let's
cut out the puns! And getting
back to the question - I believe
my popularity Is Indicative of the
current taste for not soft-peddling
hard-core Issues.
FORUM: Yet you're not exactly
everyone's cup of tea?
CLUB LEMON: Actually, lemon
tea's becoming Increasingly
trendy among the emerging
cognoscentl

Forum
Monthly, whars on in the 011 Colleges,
sports, ents, current affairs
Phoenix
Fortnightly, investigative current affairs,
gossip, scandal, humour
Business and Finance
Monthly, marketing, innovation, technology, business news

FORUM: Wow, that's really uncanny!
CLUB LEMON: To be candid - It's
not. It's Just a logical progression
In the struggle between the cans
and the can-nots.
FORUM: You mean the haves and
the have nots?
CLUB LEMON: There you have It.
Well I must be getting back to the
club.
FORUM: Oh, we'll squeeze you In
again, I'm sure.
CLUB LEMON: Lemonlst!
CLUB LEMON - the soft drink with
the hard edge
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Bookshops come and go,
but Fred Hanna
~
I
&
,
\
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A wholly Irish owned
company, Fred Hanna
maintains over 75,000
~ different titles in stock
and will provide any book not in stock
to special order. A mail order service is
also available, to any part of the world.
To those who love books - and
bookshops - Fred Hanna remains
the definitive Dublin bookshop.

Fred Hanna has been an
integral part of literary
life since the Dublin of
'the rare auld times', And today it
continues to be a mecca for
bibliophiles, who come from far and
wide to savour its history, lore and
atmosphere", treading the
footsteps of Joyce, Beckett, Behan,
Kavana h ...
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Monday September 74 to
Sunday September 27
Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

I Sep
Mondoy
14
I Tuesdoy
Sep 15
Wednesday

Sep 16
Thursday

Sep 17

I

Sunday

I'--.Se_P_2_0_----L..

.
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_

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Sep 21

Most Wholetime CIasS8S Cortmer1C6

Tuesday
Sep22
Wednesday
Sep23
Thursday
Sep24
Friday
Sep 25

Saturday
Sep 26
Sunday
Sep 27
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Monday September 28 to
Sunday October 77
.

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

I sep
Monday
28
I sep29
Tuesday

I

I======:;

Wednesday
sep 30
FORUM Copy 0111.

Thursday
Oct 1

1_6_r~t_a{

_ _I

I ~~~~day

---.J

---l

I

1=~=u~t=d4a=y==I======i=====
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Oct5

I Tuesday
Oct6

Wednesday
Oct 7

I

Kevin Street Freshers Day
FORUM Print Dale

Thursday
Oct8

1_6_ric_dta_~

.......JI

..1--

I ~~~\~ay

-----l

I

Sunday
Oct 11

]

:L - . . . o . - . - - - -
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Monday October 72 to
Sunday October 25
Lectures I
Assessments I
Exams I Projects

I ~~;?~y

I

I-P.. _C""-o-I

I

1==

y
=Tuesda

act 13

Miscellaneous I
Entertainments I
Personal I Social

Wednesday
act 14
Bo/fon StfNI Frt¥htHs Day

Thursday
act 15

I act
Friday
16
I Saturday
act 17

I act 18

Sunday
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Oct 19
Tuesday
· Oct 20

1

.

1

Wednesday
Oct 21

I

.

1°"_....._

======

1

Thursday

I

""""""'E-._

· Oct 22

.

ri d a

1_6_c_t_1_3_ _--'

I

Saturday
· Oct 24

.

1

1

==1======I===

=sun=day
Oct 25

_

.

l
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Monday October 26 to
Sunday November 8
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

I Oct26
Manday
I Tuesday
Oct27

Wednesday

Oct28
DIT Disco Blooms Hof8I
FORUM Copy Dale

Thursday

Oct29

I Oct30
Friday
I Saturday
Oct 31

I

Sunday
Nav 1
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Lectures I
Assessments I
Exams I Projects

Miscellaneous I
Entertainments I
Personal I Social

Monday
Nov2

I Tuesday
Nov3

I Wednesday
Nov4

DIT DiJco BIooma HoIB1
FORUM Prlrt Dale

Thursday
Nov5

I Nov6
Friday
I Saturday
Nov7

I Sunday
Nov8
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Monday November 9 to
Sunday November 22
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

[ Monday
Nov9
Tuesday
Nov 10

I
Kevln Street C8ntenaty Ball
Mansion House

Wednesday
Nov 11

OtT Disco B/oomII HoIeI

Thursday
Nov12

I

Friday
Nov13

I Saturday
Nov 14
I Sunday
Nov 15
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Nov16

[~u~:~~y

I

~~va~o

I

I

1~~~:sday ======1========:1
1~~~S~~y
1°"_.__1
[
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I

· Monday November 23 to
Sunday December 6
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

I Nov23
Monday
Tuesday

Nov24

I
Wednesday

Nov25
OtT Diloo Blooms ,..".,
FORUM Copy 0111.

Thursday

Nov26

I Friday
Nov27
I Saturday
Nov28
I Sunday
Nov29
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Lectures!
Assessments!
Exams! Projects

Miscellaneous!
Entertainments !
Personal! Social

Monday
Nov30
Tuesday
Dec 1
Wednesday
Dec2
DIT Disco Blooms HoIBI
FORUM Prlrt Dale

Thursday
Dec3
[ Friday

Dec4

I Dec5

Saturday

I Sunday
Dec6
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Monday December 7 to
Sunday December 20
Lectures/
Assessmenti /
Ex.ams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments/
Personal/ Social

I Dec
Monday
7
I Tuesday
Dec 8
Wednesday
Dec9
DIT Disco BIoomB HoIB/

Thursday
Dec10

I Friday
Dec 11
I Saturday
Dec12
I Sunday
Dec13
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

11

Mon d ay
Dec14

Tuesday
DeclS
I

I

I

I

I

I

Wednesday
Dec16
Thursday
Dec17
Friday
Dec18

IEMdF~_

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Saturday
Dec19
1I

Sunday
Dec20
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Monday December 2 7 to
Sunday January 3
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

I Dec
Mondoy
21

I

Tuesdoy
Dec 22
Wednesday
Dec 23
Thursday
Dec 24

I Frldoy

Dec 25

[ Soturday
Dec 26

I Sunday
Dec27
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Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Dec28
Tuesday
Dec29
Wednesday
Dec30

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

Thursday
Dec 31

L-j~_i~_a_,v
saturday
Jan 2

L~_~_~_~_aY

=======1
111

I

Monday January 4 to
Sunday January 77
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday

I

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

StartofS6COOdTerm

. Jan 4
I

y
r=====TueSda
I
Jan 5
I

Wednesday
Jan 6
FORUM Print Oa/9

Thursday
Jan 7

I Jan
Friday
8
I Jan
Saturday
9
[ Sunday

Jan 10
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Lectures I
Assessments I
Exams I Projects

Monday
Jan 11
Tuesday
Jan 12
I

Wednesday
. Jan 13

I

Thursday
Jan14
I

Friday

. Jan 15

I

r

Saturday
Jan 16
Sunday
Jan 17

I

113

Miscellaneous I
Entertainments I
Personal I Social

Monday January 78 to
Sunday January 3 7
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

I Jan
Mondoy
18
I

Tuesdoy
Jan 19
Wednesday
Jan20
Thursday
Jan 21

I Jan
Fridoy
22

I jan
Saturday
23
I Jan
Sunday
24
114

MlscellaneouJ /
Entertainments /

Personal/ Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Monday
Jan 25
Tuesday
Jan 26
Wednesday
Jan 27
FORUM Copy Dale

Thursday
Jan 28
Friday
Jan 29

Saturday
Jan 30
Sunday
Jan 31
115

Monday February 7to
Sunday February 74
lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / ProJects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

I Feb 1

Manday

I

Tuesday
Feb2

Wednesday
Feb 3
FORUM Print Dale

Thursday
Feb4

I Feb 5

Friday

I Feb6

Saturday

I Sunday
Feb 7
116

Lectures!
Assessments!
Exams! Projects

Monday
Feb 8
Tuesday
Feb9
Wednesday
Feb 10
Thursday
Feb 11
Friday
Feb 12

Saturday
Feb 13
Sunday
Feb 14
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Miscellaneous!
Entertainments !
Personal ! Social

Monday February 15 to
Sunday February 28
Lectures I
Assessments I
Exams I Projects

I Feb
Mondoy
15

I

Tuesdoy
Feb 16
Wednesday
Feb 17
Thursday
Feb 18

I

Fridoy
Feb 19

I Saturdoy
Feb 20

I

Sundoy
Feb 21

118

Miscellaneous I
Entertainments I
Personal I Social

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Feb 22
Tuesday
Feb23
Wednesday
Feb24
Thursday
Feb25
Friday
Feb 26

Soturday
Feb 27
Sunday
Feb28
119

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments / .
Personal/ Social

Monday February 29 to
Sunday March 73
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

I Feb29

Manday

I

Tuesday

Mar 1

Wednesday

Mar 2
FORUM Copy Dale

Thursday

Mar 3

I Mar 4

Friday

I Saturday
Mar 5

I Mar 6

Sunday

120

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Monday
Mar 7
Tuesday
Mar 8

I

Wednesday
Mar 9
I

I~--

Thursday
Mar 10
Friday
Mar 11

I

Saturday
Mar 12
Sunday
Mar 13
121

Monday March 74 to
Sunday March 27
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

I

Mondoy
Mar 14

I

Tuesdoy
Mar 15
Wednesday
Mar 16
Thursday
Mar 17

I Frldoy
Mar 18
I Saturdoy
Mar 19
I Sunday
Mar 20
122

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Lectures /
Assessments/
Exams / Projects

Monday
Mar 21

I Tuesday
Mar 22

I Wednesday
Mar 23

I Thursday
Mar 24

[ Friday
Mar 25

I

Saturday
Mar 26

I

Sunday
Mar27

123

. Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

Monday March 28 to
Sunday April 70

Monday
Mar 28

Lectures /

Miscellaneous /

Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

I

Ir====~
Tuesday
Mar 29

I

SBcond Term Ends

I

Wednesday
Mar 30
Thursday
Mar 31

I
I

Friday
Apr 1

Saturday
Apr 2

I Sunday
Apr 3
124

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Monday
Apr4

125

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Monday April 11 to
Sunday April 24
Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

I
I

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/ Social

Monday
Apr 11

Tuesday
Apr 12
Wednesday
Apr 13
FORUM Print Dale

Thursday
Apr 14

I
I
I

Friday
Apr 15

Saturday
Apr 16
Sunday
Apr 17

126

Lectures /
Assessments /
Exams / Projects

Miscellaneous /
Entertainments /
Personal/Social

Monday
Apr 18

I

Tuesday
Apr 19

I= = = = ! = = = =
Wednesday
I
Apr20
I~ = = * = = = =
I

Thursday
· Apr 21

I

I_

-==~===I

Y
Frid_a
· Apr 22

I

Saturday
· Apr 23

I

l

~sun=day==P====i====1
_ Apr 24
127

Timetable

AM

PM

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

I

Friday

To complement this Diary and timetable, the April
issue of FORUM Magazine will contain a Diary /
Study Planner covering the final weeks of term from
April 24 onwards and Including details on known
examination / assessment timetables.
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tip...

SMOKING SERIOUSLY DAMAGES YOUR HEALTH
GOVERNMENT WARNING

I
I

